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CommunitySection
BOOKS

The Retired (Try To) Strike Back—Chapter 16 – The Lie
By ALLAN LUKS

a month ago.

Myron and Mimi approach
the small apartment building
where Myron lives. It will be
Mimi’s first time in his apartment since they met more than

Just before reaching the glass front door,
Myron, a retired actuary, stops on the mid-day
street. “Why does it feel different bringing you
to my apartment while I’ve been to yours a halfdozen times?”
Continued on page 3

RADIO

Blog Talk Radio: Westchester On the Level
Guests Gerald Celente and Mike Spano
NEW ROCHELLE, NY – Trends Journal Publisher Gerald Celente will open
the Tuesday, August 23, 2011 show at the top of the 10:00 hour and Yonkers Mayoral
candidate Mike Spano will close the hour. An entire hour, from 11:00 am to 12:00
Noon will speak to issues that concern you, the listeners. This week’s show is the
inaugural airing of the BlogTalkRadio program known as Westchester On the Level. The format is one our
listener’s are familiar with… it is, a call-in talk show. Telephone access lines are still being determined, as we
go to print. Further instructions will be listed on the Yonkers Tribune and The Westchester Guardian Websites
prior to the Tuesday inaugural show.
The BlogTalkRadio format will afford us to air programs “live,” and permit us to archive the programs
for on-demand listening and MP3 access. Better still, we will offer greater frequency, that is, Monday to
Friday, from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 Noon. The frequency and format should better lend itself to affording
many more political candidates the opportunity to reach out to their constituents with greater frequency
throughout the year.
Republican mayoral designee for Yonkers, John Murtagh, is our scheduled guest on August 30th. Our
calendar of guests will be filled within days and will be listed accordingly.
For those who use Skype, it is expected calls will be received by accessing eHezi18.
Listeners and readers are invited to send a question to the co-hosts by directing email to WHYTeditor@
gmail.com for possible use prior to any shows’ airing and even during the course of an interview.

Mission Statement

The Westchester Guardian is a weekly newspaper devoted to the unbiased reporting
of events and developments that are newsworthy and significant to readers living in,
and/or employed in, Westchester County. The Guardian will strive to report fairly,
and objectively, reliable information without favor or compromise. Our first
duty will be to the PEOPLE’S RIGHT TO KNOW, by the exposure of truth,
without fear or hesitation, no matter where the pursuit may lead, in the finest
tradition of FREEDOM OF THE PRESS.
The Guardian will cover news and events relevant to residents and businesses all
over Westchester County. As a weekly, rather than focusing on the immediacy of
delivery more associated with daily journals, we will instead seek to provide the
broader, more comprehensive, chronological step-by-step accounting of events,
enlightened with analysis, where appropriate.
From amongst journalism’s classic key-words: who, what, when, where, why, and
how, the why and how will drive our pursuit. We will use our more abundant
time, and our resources, to get past the initial ‘spin’ and ‘damage control’ often
characteristic of immediate news releases, to reach the very heart of the matter:
the truth. We will take our readers to a point of understanding and insight which
cannot be obtained elsewhere.
To succeed, we must recognize from the outset that bigger is not necessarily better.
And, furthermore, we will acknowledge that we cannot be all things to all readers.
We must carefully balance the presentation of relevant, hard-hitting, Westchester
news and commentary, with features and columns useful in daily living and employment in, and around, the county. We must stay trim and flexible if we are to succeed.
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The Retired (Try To) Strike Back—Chapter 16 – The Lie
Continued from page 2
Mimi smiles at Myron. “Going to a
man’s apartment means maybe not just
talking. Even at our ages.”
“Whatever happens, I know will be
right,” says Myron. “Look, we’re a widow
and widower who met at a community
dance just last month and we keep saying
how everything is developing right.” Their
smiles appear at the same time.
They hold hands and enter the building’s small lobby area, and as they walk
toward the elevator, the superintendent
appears and tells Myron to wait because
there’s a package for him. He returns with
a large fruit basket with a gift card taped to
it, which the superintendent looks at and
says, “Hey, happy seventy-first birthday.”
Myron just takes the fruit basket, and
waits silently with Mimi for the elevator.
They enter Myron’s apartment and
Myron tells Mimi to sit on the living room
couch covered with an old-fashioned,
heavy fabric. Myron returns with a tray
with a bottle of wine, crackers and cheese,
and two wine glasses and puts the tray
down on the heavy wooden coffee table.
“My two children and grandchildren

are coming tomorrow to celebrate my
birthday, and you’ll meet them,” says
Myron. “Just like I’ve met your family. But
I’m glad we could celebrate my birthday
today, together. Oh, I forgot.”
Myron comes back with a bowl of
fruit. “The basket was from the insurance
company where I used to work—“
“How come the card said seventy-one
when you’ve told me you were sixty-eight?”
asks Mimi—
“Hold it, camera’s stopped,” calls Bob
from the far end of the living room, which
is part of Mimi and Myron’s apartment.
They are really married and playing the
parts of two widowed retirees for The
Retired Person’s Dating Film.
Bob, the director, stands next to a
camera on a tripod. “O.K., all our previous
scenes showed retirees, who live alone,
needing to be honest with each other in
their new and probably last relationships.
But if honesty has extra importance for
retirees, then does dishonesty too? Should
the fudging of his age by Myron’s character
have any impact on their new relationship? We’re shooting cinema vérité today,
no script, and I want to get your thoughts

and feelings excited. O.K.? Then let’s go,
second take, the camera’s watching you—“
“My former company made a mistake
on the card,” Myron says, sitting on a large
over-stuffed chair across the room from
Mimi.
“I don’t believe it.,” Mimi says.
Myron waits. “You’re sixty-seven, and
I thought you’d be happier meeting a man
closer to your age, even if I only knocked
off three years. Being past seventy, I didn’t
like the way it might sound to you.”
Myron hasn’t poured the wine. “I’d still
like to celebrate with you. Are you thinking
you wouldn’t want me to be close to you
because of this lie? Is my little dishonesty
that important?”
Mimi sits tall and still on the old
couch. “Young kids can fudge about their
ages with each other, about their experiences, about so much of themselves,” says
Mimi. “And then they experiment with
each other and discover their personal
truths. Afterward. But I want to know
you’re completely honest first.”
Myron nods, then pours the wine.
Mimi finally reaches out and takes and
raises her glass and says, “happy birthday.”
“Should or shouldn’t I come over to the
couch next to you?” asks Myron. “Or do we

need to talk first about medicines we may
take, and maybe other problems, that can
shape this part of our relationship?”
Myron stands. “Or should we just be
like young people and I’ll sit next to you
and we’ll understand ourselves later?”
Mimi waits. “Yes, let’s talk first. Get it
honest first. Then we’ll have expectations
about being together that the young don’t
when they rush to meet. We have to be at
least more knowing than they are—“
“Cut,” says Bob. “Let’s pause. A couch
scene is always hard to do in a way that’s
realistic, as I learned from directing many
commercials. Although, if your couch
scene comes off as honest, then our film,
if it ever gets bought, could spread the
pleasure of honest pillow talk. But let’s see
how well your characters now achieve the
honesty of cinema vérité on a couch.”
Allan Luks is a nationally recognized social
works leader and advocate for volunteerism.
He is the former head of Big Brothers, Big
Sisters of New York and is currently a visiting
professor at Fordham University, where he
teaches several courses in nonprofit leadership. You can learn more about Allan Luks at
http://allanluks.com.

New location opening this September – 210 East 86th Street, Ste. 203 between 2nd and 3rd Avenues

walk-in urgent care center

CALL IN: 212 661 3887 LOG IN FOR ONLINE VIDEO CONSULT: www.emergecare.com WALK IN WITHOUT AN APPOINTMENT: 317 Madison Ave at 42nd Street, Ste. 400
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Verizon Wireless Expanded 4G LTE Network Launched in Southern Rockland County
Verizon Wireless has expanded its
network coverage in Southern Rockland
County by activating a cluster of 4G LTE
cell sites across the area. The network
was launched last week and is available to customers in Nyack, West Nyack,
Orangeburg, Pearl River, Spring Valley
and Blauvelt.
“Our goal is to bring the gamechanging 4G LTE network to the entire
New York Metro Region,” said Pat
Devlin, president of Verizon Wireless,
New York Metro Region. “Now many of
our Rockland County customers will have
access to the nation’s most advanced 4G
LTE network and we’re excited to offer
them those faster speeds and brand new
line of devices, including smartphones and
tablets. These network enhancements are

in key areas where local businesses and
consumers alike will be able to benefit
the most from our high-speed wireless
services.”
Residents of Southern Rockland
County will now be able to enjoy
the new Verizon Wireless 4G LTE
devices, including the recently launched
Revolution™ by LG, DROID Charge
by Samsung, Thunderbolt by HTC and
the 4G LTE-enabled Samsung Galaxy
Tab 10.1. In addition, customers will
be able to connect to the nation’s fastest
and most advanced network on-the-go
with the Verizon Wireless 4G LTE USB
Modem 551L, USB modems from LG
and Pantech, as well as 4G LTE Mobile
Hotspots by Novatel and Samsung. All 4G
LTE devices are “backward compatible,” so

they will default to 3G service when 4G
LTE is not available.
Verizon Wireless is focused on a disciplined deployment approach that continues
year after year. The company’s 700 MHz
spectrum provides unique advantages with

4G LTE, including a contiguous, nationwide network license. With this latest
progression of wireless technology, the
company has measured average data rates
to be 5 to 12 megabits per second (Mbps)
on the downlink and 2 to 5 Mbps on the
uplink. These speeds will allow for smooth
mobile video-conferencing, multiple
simultaneous video streams, speedy transfer
of large files, downloading and running of
powerful programs, and numerous other
applications that help improve productivity
on the go.
For more information on Verizon
Wireless 3G and 4G LTE networks,
products and services, visit www.verizonwireless.com or call1-800-2 JOIN IN.

Yard House Restaurants to Debut Award
Winning Concept with Opening in Yonkers
IRVINE, CA and YONKERS, NY-Irvine-based Yard House Restaurants, an
award-winning casual chain of eateries
known for its American fusion fare, classicto-contemporary rock, and world’s largest
selection of draft beer, will open eight new
restaurants, including its first New York location in Yonkers, within the next 12 months.
Early this year the company announced
it would debut its empire of beer in the
Empire State when it opens in Westchester
County, New York, in October.
Each restaurant averages between 10,000

keg room with five miles of industrial tubing
that carries the chilled beer to the center
island where fleet of tap handles are located,
and original abstract works of art by Jerome
Gastaldi.
Adding to the ambiance is a menu of
American fusion fare created by awardwinning Executive Chef and Partner Carlito
Jocson. With a nod to his Filipino heritage,
many of Chef Jocson’s dishes feature flavors
of the Pacific Rim which are then infused
with more traditional fare. The menu, which
boasts more than 100 items, includes a
creative list of appetizers, salads, sandwiches,

Pan Seared Ahi

square feet with a guest capacity of 400, and
an impressive 130 taps of beer. The new
locations will be distinctly their own, yet will
collectively share many common elements
that include a mix of warm woods and steel
accents, expansive booths and a collection of
tables, outdoor patio dining, a glass-enclosed

rice and pasta dishes, as well as steak and
seafood. Yard House also offers a glutenfriendly menu and Sub Vegetarian dishes

where chicken and beef are
substituted with gardein™,
a blend of garden vegetables
and protein that have the
look, taste and texture of
their meaty counterparts.
Yard House also offers
a SNACKS menu featuring
small bites, such as deviled
eggs and truffle fries, for
$2.95-5.95. A weekday
Happy Hour is offered
Monday-Friday from 3-6pm
and features select halfprize, full-size appetizers
and personal pizzas coupled
with beer and drink specials. The fun repeats
Sunday-Wednesday with Late-Night Happy
Hour from10pm-close. Kids enjoy a

Continued on page 5
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Yard House Restaurants to Debut Award Winning
Concept with Opening in Yonkers
Continued from page 4
three-course, prix-fixe meal (entrée, side dish,
frozen fruit bar and drink) featuring many
items found on the adult menu but served in
age-appropriate portions.
With the opening of each Yard House
restaurant, communities can expect a boost
in their local economies. Yard House employs
an average of 200 people at each location and
works with local purveyors to supply the meat,

Hongos

promoting from within, and carry on with our
philosophy of giving back to the communities
that have been so supportive of us.”
Since its inception less than two years ago,
Round It Up America® has raised more than
$425,000, granted $250,000 to 15 organizations including Operation Homefront which
assists wounded warriors and their families,
and has assisted financially with two national
disaster reliefs benefitting the tornado victims

Pork Belly

fish, spirits,
beer, fruit and
vegetables
needed
to
stock
the
kitchens’
pantry.
Chicken Tinga Taco
“We have
been expanding an accelerated, but comfortable rate,” says Harald Herrmann, president
and CEO of Yard House Restaurants. “We
will continue to focus our expansion efforts
into new markets, continue branding the Yard
House concept, recruit new employees while
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When was the last time
you dealt with
Lexington Capital Associates?

Baja Taco

in
Joplin,
Missouri,
and the flood
victims
in
North Dakota.
The
restaurant
Swordfish Taco
has been the
recipient of several industry awards and has
received rave reviews in most every market.
For more information on Yard House
Restaurants, call 949.727.0959 or visit online
at www.yardhouse.com.

calendar

News & Notes from Northern Westchester
By MARK JEFFERS
As the end of August
approaches, many area
students are heading off to
college, if their departure
makes you a little sad, what
better way to cheer up, than to have a gander
at this week’s “News and Notes…”
Let’s lead off with what sounds like
a very classy evening in Bedford…Oscar
Hammerstein III, the grandson of Broadway
legend Oscar Hammerstein II, will appear
at the Small Town Theatre Company’s
presentation of “An Evening of Rodgers and
Hammerstein” at the Bedford Village Park on
August 27th.
The Katonah-Lewisboro school district
offices have completed their move to the

Increase Miller School at 186 Waccabuc
Road.
Thursday is now barbecue night in the
garden of Le Chateau and is open to all. This
delectable evening runs weekly from 5:30pm
to 9:00pm at the Le Chateau Restaurant at
1410 Route 35.
Our good friends at the Community
Center of Northern Westchester
report that their volunteers come in all
ages and stages of life. But during the summer
months, the Center benefits from an influx of
teenagers: high school and college students
giving some of their vacation time to the
Center. All their volunteers are full of enthusiasm, but the summer teens bring a special
Continued on page 6

With over 50 years experience, Lexington Capital Associates
provides loans from $1m-$150m at some of the lowest
interest rates available in the marketplace.
• For cash flowing loans- NO PERSONAL GUARANTEE
• 30 year payouts
• Int. only loans available

Lexington Capital Associates, LLC.
240 North Avenue
New Rochelle, NY 10801
Phone (914) 632-1230 fax (914) 633-0806
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News & Notes from Northern Westchester
Continued from page 5
dose of energy and verve to the Center. Many
teens keep in touch throughout the year and
the Center looks forward to welcoming them
back next summer. Thanks kids!
Want to explore New York City without
being there, then how about New York City
StoryTime being presented at the Ruth
Keeler Memorial Library in North Salem
on August 27th. Enjoy a pretzel and a “Big
Apple” juice all for free. Call 914-669-5161
for more details.
Here’s an event, I really need to do…
the Cardiac, Kick and Core Summer
Shape-up series, being held on August 27th
at the John Jay Homestead. Give them a call
914-831-6200.
And speaking of John Jay…it is time to
start gearing up for Family Weekend at John

Jay Homestead on September 17th and 18th.
The weekend’s events kick-off with a Barn
Dance from 5-9 pm on Friday. Other events
include a barbecue, ice cream sundaes, arts and
crafts, music by local bands, a raffle, swimming-pig races (now that sounds a bit wild),
and a mechanical bull; something for everyone
to enjoy! The next day is the Homestead’s 19th
annual Country Fair from 11am to 4pm, rain
or shine. To take us back to the good ole days
there will be an American Revolution-era
encampment, a tree-sawing contest, pony
rides, sheep and duck herding demonstrations,
horse drawn wagon rides, a petting zoo and a
bake sale. Come for a day or stay the whole
weekend!
The queen of shopping, aka my wife,
reports that a new grocery store is opening at
the Cross River Plaza, where the D’Agostino’s

used to be. The store is a family run business
called DeCicco’s. I sure hope they offer free
samples, I love snacking while my wife shops.
They must have known we were
coming…”The Hills Are Alive” the Bedford
Hills Neighborhood Association fund raising
Cocktail party has been postponed until
Thursday, October 13th. The party is still set
at Glen Arbor Golf Club where you will find
wine, beer, and hors d’ouvres while overlooking
the fall foliage of Bedford Hills. All profits from
this event will go to support activities, events
and gifts to the hamlet of Bedford Hills.
I shot my best round (I’m legally bound to
tell you it was a par 3 course) and taught my
daughter the evil game of golf at the former
Shallow Creek Golf Course in Yorktown.
The property was donated to the town four
years ago, but now it is set to become a family
fun center, and nobody enjoys family fun more
than I do…mini golf, driving range and laser

tag, here I come.
Here’s a breath of fresh air news…
Governor Andrew Cuomo signed a bill to
prohibit smoking on all train platforms of the
Metro-North Railroad.
It’s good to see all the my neighbors out
mowing the lawn , trimming the shrubs and
washing their cars, you know I’d love to join
them, but I am hard at work researching next
week’s edition of “News and Notes”…
Mark Jeffers successfully spearheaded the launch
in 2008 of MAR$AR Sports & Entertainment
LLC. As president he has seen rapid growth of the
company with the signing of numerous clients. His
professional activities include being local host and
producer of the Jerry Lewis MDA Telethon. Mr.
Jeffers is an adjunct professor in the Sport Business
Management Program at Manhattanville
College and serves on their Advisory board. He
currently resides in Bedford Hills with his wife
Sarah and three girls, Kate, Amanda and Claire.

CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE

Amr Waked

From Syriana
to Contagion
By SHERIF AWAD

When he started
to make appearances in
Egyptian cinema ten years ago, Amr Waked
did not have a dream of becoming a regional
star of blockbuster films and cashing six
figures paychecks. He had bigger ambitions
to follow the footsteps of Omar Sharif and
maybe to go a little further. A small role as a
Palestinian suicide bomber in the ensemble
Egyptian drama Friends or Business (2001)
attracted the audience and critic’s attention to
Waked’s talents to the point that everybody
thought he was a Palestinian actor debuting in
Egyptian cinema.
A graduate of American University in
Cairo with a major in Economics, Waked
became interested in acting at a very young
age but his decision to take the craft seriously

came after great acclaim of his early performances in Egyptian films. After starring in
Fish Tail and Deer Blood, two films penned
by acclaimed Egyptian screenwriter Waheed
Hamed, Waked hit the road of the international scene only to find himself sharing a
scene with George Clooney in the political
thriller Syriana that premiered in the Berlin
Film Festival 2006. Waked remembers: “The
casting director of this film came to Egypt
to meet me. After I was offered the role, I

asked to read the script and to meet Stephen
Gaghan, the writer-director of the film. It
was basically a terrorist role yet far beyond
the regular stereotypical image coming from
Hollywood. Agiza, the character I played,
was manipulative and smart enough to recruit
desperate young men to offer them hope not
only in life but in the afterlife as well; in other
words, martyrdom and paradise. I was a little
cautious about accepting that role although I
already know that Gaghan and Clooney are
both aware of our current Arab sociopolitical
situation. During the shooting, I really learned
a lot about myself and also learned that Arabs
and Westerners are quite alike. I also learned
that we, as filmmakers, can do it if we brush

our ideas to find an unbiased balance
in the stories we tell. Gaghan, who
is an American, has succeeded into
seeing through the Arabic characters and to portray its good and
its evil on the screen. The role of
Alexander Siddiq in that film as the
idealistic Arab prince was the also
one of the main reasons I joined the
cast because he was the only hero in
the film. After Syriana, I was offered
a huge amount of terrorist roles
with other big names of Hollywood’s elite,
but I refused because they did not match the
importance of that film.”
Having both a local and international
career is not an easy task in the eyes of some
Egyptian media because an actor can be
criticized not only for the roles he is accepting
abroad, but also sometimes for the co-stars
with which he is sharing the screen. Waked
went through this when he appeared in the
BBC mini-series House of Saddam (2008)
because his co-star Yigal Naor, who played
Saddam Hussein, was an Israeli actor. “I
believe that the problem with local Egyptian
media is their prejudgment of films before
even seeing them; yet there are a few professional Egyptian critics who will analyze films
through a scientific method,” postulated
Waked.
In the Italian production of The Father
and the Foreigner (2010), Waked expanded his
acting career onto Europe where he shared the
screen with Italian star Alessandro Gassman.
Like its title suggests, it is a cross-cultural
drama about the friendship that strikes up
between Diego and Walid, a wealthy Syrian
living in Rome. After the two meet at a clinic
Continued on page 7
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Amr Waked—From Syriana to Contagion
Continued from page 6
where their disabled sons are treated, Walid
becomes Diego’s best friend. The friend who
would come to introduce him to his country,
his culture, and to a better way of expressing
his love to his wife and son. For his portrayal
of Walid, Waked perfected not only a Syrian
dialect but also had to learn the Italian
language that represented most of his dialog
lines. Last December, the two actors were
welcomed at the Cairo International Film
Festival (CIFF) that honored them both with
a shared Best Actor Award.
In a couple of weeks, American audience will again rediscover Amr Waked, this
time among a prestigious ensemble cast of

the likes of Gwyneth Paltrow, Kate Winslet,
Matt Damon, and Jude Law, in the thriller
Contagion by Steven Soderbergh. The plot
follows many characters across the globe in
their fight against a rapid virus that kills within
days. Imagenation Abu Dhabi, the movie’s

co-production partner, is an Emirati company
that co-financed Fair Game and My Name is
Khan among many other successful American
films. Waked also landed a role in the new
film Salmon Fishing In The Yemen by Lasse
Hallström (Chocolat, The Cider House Rules)
which is based on the novel by Paul Torday.
“I will play the Yemeni Sheikh who comes
up with the barmy (spirited) idea of trying
to stock salmon in the desert. The cast also
includes Ewan McGregor, Emily Blunt and
Kristin Scott Thomas,” noted Waked.
Waked now tends to expand his talents
to production and directing of films through
his new company Zad, because he has always
seen film as a powerful global tool with which
to remove social and cultural boundaries
throughout the world. This vision is also

part of his other responsibilities as a Regional
Goodwill Ambassador for the Joint United
Nations Program on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS)
in the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA). Waked said, “It is a big responsibility even though the difficulties faced by
people living with HIV/AIDS were reflected
in one of my previous films, Yousry Nasrallah’s
Aquarium and in the Egyptian serial Critical
Moments.”
Born in Cairo, Egypt, Sherif Awad is a film/video
critic and curator. He is the film editor of Egypt
Today Magazine, and the artistic director for both
the Alexandria Film Festival, in Egypt, and the
Arab Rotterdam Festival, in The Netherlands. He
also contributes to Variety, in the United States, and
Variety Arabia, in the United Arab Emirates (UAE).

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The Beach Bar in New Rochelle is “A Labor of Love”
By Peggy Godfrey
The Queen City of
the Sound is shining in all
its glory at the new Beach
Bar in Hudson Park. Best
of all, anyone can park
in the city’s parking lot

free of charge after 6 p.m. and walk into
the recently constructed Tiki Bar area for
food and drinks. Before 6 p.m. the City’s
Omnicard can be used to gain entry to the
beach and bar.
On Thursday, August 11, 2011, a band

played, entertaining the crowd that
had gathered for the ribbon cutting
conducted under the aegis of Mayor
Noam Bramson and James Carello.
Among the dignitaries attending
were Councilmembers Marianne
Sussman, Lou Trangucci, and Richard
St. Paul, and City Clerk Bennie Giles,
City Manager Chuck Strome, Parks
and Recreation Commissioner Bill
Continued on page 8

It’s Our Mission.
Quality Health Coverage
Child Health Plus with Fidelis Care

• Free or low-cost health insurance coverage for children up
to age 19 in New York State.
• Checkups with your child’s doctor
• Immunizations (shots)
• Hospital and emergency care
• Prescription drug coverage
• Dental and vision care
• Speech and hearing services
• More than 43,000 quality providers

Proof of age, income, and address necessary to enroll.
Child Health Plus is a New York State-sponsored health insurance program offered by Fidelis Care.

Some children who had employer-based health insurance coverage within the past six months may be subject to a waiting period before they
can enroll in Child Health Plus. This will depend on your household income and the reason your children lost employer-based coverage.

To find out if you are eligible for one of our government-sponsored health insurance programs, call Fidelis Care at:

1-888-FIDELIS (1-888-343-3547)
(TTY: 1-800-421-1220)

•

fideliscare.org

1-866-435-9521
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The Beach Bar in New Rochelle is “A Labor of Love”
Continued from page 7
Zimmerman, and newly appointed Fire
Chief Lou Dimeglio. Loud applause
greeted the actual ribbon cutting.
Mayor Bramson thanked the entire
team and praised the extraordinary accomplishment in bringing about the Beach Bar.
He said in all his travels about the world, he
could not remember getting such a wonder
reception and urged that everyone “rediscover Hudson Park,” which he said was a
gem with beautiful beaches. Hudson Park
is “affordable” with the City’s Omnicard.
Carello added this is what the city had
in mind when they wanted to reactivate

Hudson Park. “Everyone worked hard to
make this happen” and he created many
memories here and wanted the betterment
of Hudson Park.
After the ribbon cutting, Carello
told The Westchester Guardian that this
has “been a labor of love” and that there
was interest in the Queen City of New
Rochelle for waterfront development and
it should start here. The visionaries of this
innovative approach to enjoying the waterfront are a team of entrepreneurs who have
evaluated their investments wisely. Carello
along with Arthur Godfrey, Jr., Chef Brian
MacMenanim, and Jerry Shanahan, Jr.,

The Empire State’s Collapsing Infrastructure
By FRANK V. VERNUCCIO
Forget about London Bridge (or the
Tappan Zee Bridge) falling down. New York’s
entire infrastructure of roads and bridges is
on the verge of collapse. In these exceptionally challenging economic times, the funds
to address these needs will be difficult, if not
impossible, to come by.
A report by the state comptroller’s office
earlier this year noted that our state has a
“growing backlog of unmet public infrastructure needs.” The costs are staggering. Just
replacing the Tappan Zee Bridge alone would
cost $16 billion—and our state has 17,000
highway bridges. Transportation needs as a
whole amount to $175 billion.
The Empire State is not alone. According
to the American Society of Civil Engineers in
a 2009 report, the condition of US bridges is
at best a “c,” rail “c-,” roads “d-,” and transit “d.”
The nationwide price tag to address these and

other infrastructure needs throughout the 50
states is estimated at $1 trillion in the next five
years.
How did New York’s roads and bridges
get into this condition? According to both
official and advocacy sources, fiscal mismanagement and budgetary gimmicks are to
blame for the failure to address this problem.
Governor Cuomo blames mismanagement of
the state “Dedicated Highway & Bridge Trust
Fund” for the need of a $3 billion taxpayer
bailout over the next half decade.
The AAA notes that the funds from
gas taxes and motor vehicle fees that were
supposed to be dedicated to these needs
were diverted to other, nonrelated expenses.
Comptroller Thomas DiNapoli has noted
that, “New York State has engaged in poor
financial practices for decades—by pushing
current expenses into the future, using dedicated capital project resources for current
operating expenses, and borrowing far
more than it can reasonably afford.”
The abuse of funds supposedly
dedicated to maintaining our roads
and bridges is not limited to New York.
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who run this concession at the Beach Bar
and are also operators of the Post Road
Ale House on Huguenot Street in New
Rochelle. In May, a ten year agreement to
run the beach concession was signed. This
group invested $236,000 to improve the
building which will ultimately be owned
by the City of New Rochelle.
After the ribbon cutting, St. Paul, who
is a candidate for Mayor of New Rochelle,
said this is a proud moment. New Rochelle
will revitalize our waterfront and we hope
to use this same spirit to revitalize the
downtown. Councilman Lou Trangucci
went further; “What we are trying to do
is to open the area to beach goers and have
a bit of a night life. This is the first year

under a trial basis. The City Council will
review it this Fall. We need to see where
we are, what was good and what needs to
be improved upon.” Another person who
attended the ceremony, Steve Mayo, said,
“This is an example of the community
coming together to improve the waterfront
which, let’s face it, has not been invested
in or supported for many years. If the City
ever gets a comprehensive master plan,
perhaps we can fund this and other things
to move forward.”
For now, people are talking about this
new Beach Bar and enjoying it. It is open
every day and can be found on Facebook.

The federal “Intermodal Surface and Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act” allowed the
wholesale diversion of gas tax revenue to bike
paths, recreational trails and similar projects. Over a quarter of all funds originally
intended to make driving safe in Westchester
and throughout New York has been spent on
these nonessential items. The prospects for
ending Washington’s abuse are not good. The
Obama Administration is ardently pursuing
the further diversion of these monies for high
speed rail projects.
Although the Port Authority depends on
tolls for its income, it’s recent requests for skyhigh toll hikes clearly illustrates the dilemma
of diversion of funds from basic transportation
needs to nonrelated projects. It is amusing to
note that that agency was originated in 1921
to develop a cross-harbor freight tunnel from
New Jersey to New York City—a facility that
would have dramatically lessened truck traffic

and made the commute of Westchester drivers
into the five boroughs dramatically easier.
But not only has the Port Authority failed to
comply with its original mandate, but it has
opposed recent calls to finally commence the
project. The Port Authority became a major
player in commercial real estate; particularly at
the World Trade Center site. The cost overruns at that location are the primary reason
why the panicked leaders of that authority
have called for unprecedented fare hikes.
New Yorkers who use the state’s bridges
and highways—and pay stiff gas taxes, tolls
and fees for the privilege—deserve to have
their hard-earned dollars go to the real needs
of road and bridge repair.

Peggy Godfrey is a freelance writer, and
former educator.

Frank V. Vernuccio, Jr., is president of the
Community Action Civic Association, Inc. COMACTA’s website is comactainc.com.
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Assessing the State Tests in Chappaqua,
Mt. Kisco and Armonk
No Child Left Behind in Westchester
By RICH MONETTI

Every year our schools close down their
curriculums and gear up students, teachers and
parents for the annual round of state assessments. “We’re doing incredibly,” says Tim
Kaltenecker, director of curriculum at Byram
Hills - and the Chappaqua school district
feels just a secure. But both systems are always
looking for improvement, while the standard
concerns do apply.
The intent of State Assessments instituted by The No Child Left Behind Legislation
of 2002 is to ensure that schools are making

adequate yearly progress to 100% proficiency.
That applies for both the general population and stated subgroups such as English
Language Learners, Special Education
Students and the various socioeconomic classifications. “It’s always good to have benchmarks
and standards,” says Mr. Kaltenecker, and the
process has helped streamline the curriculum
and add a degree of continuity, he adds.
In Chappaqua, Superintendent of Schools
David Fleishman agrees and has
Continued on page 9
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Assessing the State Tests in Chappaqua,
Mt. Kisco and Armonk
Continued from page 8
found that the assessments help play a par in
identifying the students who are in need of
extra assistance. On the other hand, the return
on the effort does not match the resources put
into the yearly endeavor. “Every year in every
grade is too much,” he says.
Nonetheless, the district aspires to provide
an enriching curriculum that covers the material the state requires and sets up students to
succeed beyond what’s expected. “Hopefully,”
says Mr. Fleishman, “we have it in balance.”
As for the requirements established
for subgroups, students with disabilities are
the only classification that Horace Greeley
and Byram Hills meet the state’s minimum
number. The increased level of accountability
required by the legislation revealed to Byram
Hills what they already knew, according
to Mr. Kaltenecker. “We realized we didn’t
need to be worried,” he says, but additional
structures were added anyway to support the
systems that were already in place, he adds.
In Chappaqua, the state assessments play
their role in the subgroups too. It can be helpful
in pointing out what subgroups of students
need extra help, says Mr. Fleishman, but on
the other hand, we can usually figure out that
through our own assessments, he adds.
Unfortunately, the situation again ties to
the return districts such as ours get from a test
that the New York State Commissioner of
Education considers lacking. “He’s basically
said that the tests aren’t demanding enough,”
says Mr. Fleishman of David Steiner’s rebuke.
Voicing it another way, Mr. Kaltenecker
says the tests have gotten narrower in what
they are assessing. So for example in Math,
students may master the skills of adding and
subtracting but the tests aren’t necessarily
determining whether they understand the
broader and more crucial concept of place
value manipulation.
Of course, satisfying that type of understanding falls prey to the same time consuming
Catch-22 of a more complicated test. “It’s
hard because authentic tests are more difficult
to grade and all the time spent already kills us,”
says Mr. Fleishman.
Also problematic to the process is the
frequency in which the state continually redefines the standards. As a result, districts must
take the time and money to examine the new
requirements and realign the curriculum to
match the test. “That gets frustrating to us
because a district like ours wants to focus on
other good work and further professional
development,” says Mr. Kaltenecker.
Nonetheless, the overall structure at
Byram Hills aims toward getting all its

students to meet the state requirements at the
high school level. The assessments at the lower
grade levels is there to help students prepare
along the continuum so they’ll be prepared
when they get to the high school level and
take the regents, says Mr. Kaltenecker.
Of course, at the possible moment when
your child comes up short on one of the
assessments, Byram Hills makes sure they
are there for the parent carrying the concerns.
“We assure parents that we put mechanisms
in place that help and support the child,” he
says, and with a track record that has nearly
all the students passing the regents, he adds,
“we’re pretty confident.”
At the same time, Chappaqua is also
ready to intervene if the circumstances dictate
and parents are kept abreast of the situation,
says Mr. Fleishman. Fortunately, though,
both districts can let the results do most of the
talking.
Conversely, in schools that are underperforming, the conversation is mostly relegated
to figuring out how to raise scores. “That’s all
they talk about,” says Mr. Kaltenecker, leaving
little time to develop a more rounded out life
experience for their students.
Still, whatever the merits of testing, the
discussion - for the time being - is over. With
bipartisan support, says Mr. Fleishman, “Tests
are here to stay so you just have to deal with it.”
But for these districts, making sure
complacency does not set in becomes the
standard. In Chappaqua, teachers, parents and
administration understand that thriving in the
21st century has little to do with test scores,
says Mr. Fleishman. The real question is, are
kids demonstrating deep thought, creative
thinking and problem solving skills.
The formula is simple, according to Mr.
Kaltenecker. “We just keep asking how can we
do better?” he concludes.
Pros and Cons aside in the testing debate,
Chappaqua and Byram Hills are graduating
high school with the definite intent to pursue
higher learning. Last year 97% of Byram Hills
graduates embarked for the best of higher
education - with 69% being accepted at tier 1
and 2 colleges. Horace Greeley High School
graduates lagged just one percentage point
behind and land in tier 1 and 2 colleges such
as Harvard, Cornell, George Washington
University and Notre Dame.
As for the scoring that is facilitating their
ascent, both schools hold their own. Byram
Hills achieved a 27.5 composite on the ACT,
while scoring SAT means of 588 in critical
reading, 608 in writing and 626 in math.
Horace Greeley has mean SAT scorings of
Continued on page 10
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Assessing the State Tests in Chappaqua, Mt. Kisco and Armonk
Continued from page 9
619, 632 and 641 on critical reading, math and
writing respectively, but which test best suites
each individual student.
Most simplistically, students look to
the test that appeals to the schools they are
targeting. Traditionally, though, the SAT was
mostly the domain of the coastal schools and
the Ivy League, while the ACT’s took the

heartland.
Today, ACT is finding a sharp incline on
the west and east coast out of students looking
for any edge they can on admissions to the
top-flight schools. But if time and money
do not afford the opportunity to prepare for
and take both, the tests have a fundamental
difference.
The ACT is more curriculum based

while the SAT favors the student with greater
reasoning and problem solving skills. It follows
then that the SAT would probably be better
suited to the underachievers who have been
sleepwalking through school and can reason
their way through this type of test. Conversely,
the ACT can be better suited to the students
who have grinded their way through high
school with a higher attention span.

Interestingly, some think it may come
down to the test the student feels that he or
she will do better on, but most colleges will
claim that they are accepting to a good or great
score - no matter the test.
Rich Monetti lives in Somers. He’s been a freelance writer in Westchester since 2003 and works
part time in the after school program at Mt. Kisco
Childcare. You can find more of his work at www.
happystories.info.

HISTORY

When Peekskill Rewrote History

of a continuous 17-year residence by Peter
Cooper is demonstrably incorrect.

Who Was Peter Cooper?

By ROBERT SCOTT
Few people hurrying
along South Street in
Peekskill, N.Y., notice the
tablet gracing the wall of
the Wells Fargo Bank. For
the past 80 years this bronze bas-relief has
marked the site where Peter Cooper once
lived.
Erected by Peekskill’s Friendly Town
Association and affixed to the building of the
Peekskill Savings Bank then on this site, the
tablet was unveiled on Peter Cooper’s 140th
birthday, February 12, 1931.

George T. Brewster, head of the art
department at Cooper Union in New York
City, designed and sculpted the tablet,
which was cast by the Gorham Company
in Providence, R.I. It reads, “Upon this
site from 1793 to 1810 lived Peter Cooper,
inventor, educator, philanthropist.”
Through the years, the tablet, with its
almost ghostlike image of Peter Cooper,
has acquired a lovely moss-green patina.
Regrettably, it also carries the baggage of
an erroneous and imprecise inscription.
Simply stated, the Peekskill tablet’s claim
on
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One of the most significant American
figures of the 19th century, Peter Cooper
had less than a year of formal schooling in
Peekskill. He went on to become a successful
inventor, engineer, industrialist, educator and
civic reformer.
As a wealthy philanthropist, he had
the Midas touch--but not the Midas curse.
Having made a fortune, he gave much of
it away during his lifetime and founded
Cooper Union, the remarkable educational
institution at which every student is awarded
a full scholarship.
In his later years he liked to describe
himself modestly as “a mechanic from New
York.” That he was, but he also perfected
the making of glue in America, and his glue
became a standard against which other glues
were measured. He also patented a process
for making powdered gelatin, and his whiskered face adorned every box.
Builder of the first American-made locomotive to operate in this country, his Trenton,
N.J., plant also rolled the first iron railroad
rails made in America. He investigated the
Croton River as a source for city water, and
designed and supervised the construction of
the city’s system of water mains.
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Peter Cooper did indeed spend part
of his youth in Peekskill—but not over the
broad span of years shown on the tablet.
Buried in biographies of Peter Cooper and
autobiographical notes left by him is incontrovertible evidence that he lived in Peekskill
during only part of that period.
To discover where Peter Cooper spent
his early years, we must trace the movements of his peripatetic father, John Cooper.
When the Revolution began, John Cooper
was a hatter in Fishkill, where he owned a
few slaves. Among the first to enlist in the
fight to free the colonies from British rule, he
served initially as a sergeant in a regiment of
local Fishkill “minutemen.”

His regiment was rushed to New York
City in 1776 to dig trenches on Governor’s
Island. A huge fleet of British warships and
troop transports was anchored in the Lower
Bay, and British troops and Hessian mercenaries forced Washington to retreat to the
city from Brooklyn.
American forces were too few to hold
the city and abandoned it. A week later, a
fire broke out in a tavern called the Fighting
Cocks. Swept by a brisk wind, the flames
raced through the city, destroying the original
Trinity Church and everything as far north
as Barclay Street.
Not only had the regular firemen left
with the American forces, but the retreating
American troops had carried off most of the
church bells that served as the fire-alarm
system. From Harlem Heights, George
Washington watched the southern horizon
glow red and remarked, “Providence, or some
good honest fellow, has done more for us
than we were disposed to do for ourselves.”
John Cooper’s regiment retreated
northward to Westchester and took part in
the Battle of White Plains. Following the
1778 death of his first wife in childbirth
and left with an infant son, John Cooper
married Margaret Campbell, the 17-yearold daughter of General John Campbell,
then deputy Quartermaster General of the
Continental Army.
Taking part in the large-scale migration
to the young nation’s growing cities. After the
war, John Cooper left Fishkill around 1785
and moved his growing family to New York
City. He opened a business as a hatter, the
only trade he knew, in his home on Little
Dock Street, between Broad Street and Old
Slip, close to the East River’s piers. Later
renamed Water Street, today it is lined with
skyscrapers.
If a customer lacked money to pay for a
hat, Cooper took payment in “hay, buggyhire, bricks, firewood, tobacco, wool, sugar,
flour, honey, old sheepskins, casks of rum, or
three days’ work of a Negro.” For all practical
purposes, John Cooper was as much a grocer
as he was a hatter.
Continued on page 11
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When Peekskill Rewrote History
Continued from page 10
On February 12, 1791, Peter, Margaret
Cooper’s third son, was born in the combination house and hatter’s shop on Little Dock
Street.

Error No. 1
In 1794, with his wife and four children,
John Cooper moved to Peekskill, where he
bought a parcel of land, built a house and
opened a grocery store. Since he had been
successful in business in New York City, biographers ascribe no rational explanation for his
move upriver. Peter Cooper later explained
the change by saying that his father “became
enamored of the country life and moved to the
country when I was only three years old.”
Peter’s third birthday was February 12,
1794. That would make1794 the year of his
arrival in Peekskill--not the 1793 of the tablet
on the bank building,
Business in Peekskill was brisk for John
Cooper. As before, he was a storekeeper,
hatter, shoemaker, brewer and farmer--sometimes all at the same time. Young Peter was
befriended by Pierre Van Cortlandt, Jr., who
gave him peaches from his orchards at the
Upper Manor House in Peekskill. But John
Cooper was no businessman. An easy touch,
he extended credit generously to customers.
Inevitably, financial disaster ensued. John
Cooper and his family left Peekskill, and
young Peter’s sporadic education came to a
halt. He was forced to help his father as the
family traveled from one location to another.
Seeking success but leaving little trace
of their presence, for the next dozen years
they moved from place to place in the lower
Hudson Valley. In addition to hat making,
the elder Cooper tried dairy farming, brick
making and brewing.

Error No. 2
The written record of the Cooper family’s
movements is often skimpy, making it difficult
to pinpoint the destinations of Peter Cooper’s
chronically restless and insolvent father and
his tagalong family. We do know that around
1799 John Cooper moved his family back to
New York City from Peekskill and resumed
hat making in a shop on Duane Street. This
casts doubt on the plaque’s 1810 Peekskill

departure date.
In 1866, 75-year-old Peter Cooper wrote
in an eleven-page autobiographical fragment
that when he was 12 or 13 (i.e., in 1803 or
1804), his father briefly returned with his
family to Peekskill and built a brewery. That
would place Peter Cooper in Peekskill again
until about 1805. A year later he built another
in Newburgh.
In 1808, at the age of 17, Peter Cooper
cut family ties and left Newburgh for the
burgeoning metropolis of New York City, his
birthplace. Here he signed an agreement to
serve as an apprentice for four years at $25 a
year to coach maker John Woodward to learn
coach building. The dates and facts of his
apprenticeship in New York City starting in
1808 are well-documented in existing records,
further casting doubt on the departure date on
the Peekskill tablet.
When a newspaper makes an error in
reporting a story, it prints a correction. If errors
are found in a book, the publisher inserts an
errata sheet in each copy correcting the errors
until a new printing is made. But what can a
community do when an 80-year-old memorial is shown to contain misinformation?
In John Ford’s 1962 motion picture The
Man Who Shot Liberty Valance, actor James
Stewart, playing a U.S. senator, returns to the
frontier town of Shinbone in which he got his
start as a lawyer. He attempts to correct the
story that he shot a notorious outlaw and town
bully by explaining to the local newspaper
editor that the real hero of the incident was
Tom Doniphon, played by John Wayne.
At the end of the film, Stewart asks the
editor, Maxwell Scott, played by veteran character actor Carleton Young, “Mr. Scott, you’re
not going to use the story?”
“This is the West, sir,” the editor replies.
“When the legend becomes fact, print the
legend.”
That seems to have been what happened
in Peekskill in 1931, when some well-meaning
but overenthusiastic citizens created a fiction
about Peter Cooper and then had it cast in
bronze.
Robert Scott is a semi-retired book publisher and
former literary agent, editor and freelance writer.
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Brain-Based Optimism, The Economy and The American Dream
By DR DAVID ANDERSON and THE UsCORP TEAM
rather used rational redirection and disputation of negative thoughts, including a touch
of Greek Stoicism in the spirit of Epictetus,
certainly as the late Dr Ellis conceptualized
it. In a way, optimism, positive thinking
or whatever you want to call it is “a kind of
magic” in the words of pop group Queen.
Magic indeed! In 1971 when the dollar
was no longer pegged to gold, the world’s most
powerful currency attached its value to the
most powerful commodity on earth: an optimistic belief that this currency could prevail
and remain supreme under all circumstances.
Crazy? Not really. Despite the fact that the
term “American Dream” was first articulated
by historian James Truslow Adams in 1931,
the concept of unswerving optimism and
belief that through hard work and creativity
we would eventually prevail was inculcated in

Believe you can get that dream job!
Believe you can pass that examination!
Believe that the particular stock you invested
in will rise and rise! Worker, student, investor.
Optimism has always been perceived as
a perquisite to success. All the way from
Proverbs 23:7, “For as he thinketh in his
heart, so is he”, through the new age movement the concept of optimism manifested
itself most poignantly with the 20th century
American self-help literature asserting the
importance of verbalizing and visualizing
a positive outcome. These principles later
manifested in the 2nd half of the twentieth
century with Drs Aaron Beck and Albert
Ellis’ versions of cognitive and rational
emotive behavioral therapies, which did not
use faith or mantraic-like affirmations as in
the two aforementioned incarnations, but
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the Puritan ethos that spurred a people across
the Atlantic. Despite wars, schisms in society,
financial mismanagement and increased
competition from Europe and the Far East
as well as carrying the mantle of World
Cop, the fortune of the US and the dollar
has prevailed albeit metamorphosed into an
American Dream 2.0. In a way, the founding
of neuroeconomics, which in essence studies
how the brain affects economic behavior and
how economics affects the brain; a topic we
shall return to in a later article; echoed the
sentiment of French novelist Victor Hugo,
that wars could be halted, famines could
be stopped, but nothing could halt an idea
whose time had come. Thus the most important discovery emanating from the US is the
idea of optimism prevailing and in so doing
changing reality.
Sounds too airy fairy? Certainly quantum
theory has demonstrated how the attitude of
the experimenter can alter the experiment
as well as particular reality. Famed financier George Soros, whose theories we will
address from a brain-based perspective in a
later article has for many years articulated
his concept of reflexivity in which the attitude of the investor can alter financial reality
and vice versa in very tangible ways that go
beyond merely buying and selling. Crazy?
If the past few weeks is any indicator, the
market has a brain unto itself. The frightening aspect is how the market brain appears
to emulate in all ways, Mr. Frankenstein the
investor who created its brain. The newest
evolutionary component of the brain, the
prefrontal cortex applies stern rationality and
planning. Yet, during times of trauma, this
function can be usurped by the amygdala of
the limbic system, that portion of the brain
that fires away with flames of emotion. What
complicates matters further is how a portion
of the limbic system, the hippocampus, deep
inside the brain and so fundamental to new
memory formation, can shrink like new
clothing in the dryer during times of stress
and affect our recollections.
What then is the solution to creating
a renaissance in optimism from a brainbased perspective? Blind optimism is like a
snake charmer hoping he does not run out
of breath. Blind rationality ensures that Mr.
Frankenstein the investor never surpasses
what he created. Possibly a synergy of the
two is what is needed.
First, as Hans Selye the father of the
stress concept once told one of the authors,
“Imitate the sundial-count only the happy

days.” In other words, remembering past
successes, reliving them, seeing them
in our mind’s eye, actually activates the
occipital(visual) and temporal (auditory)
cortices of the brain, restoring the inner belief
that we had from the greatest teacher of all,
experience. Equally visualizing future success
and contrasting it with current circumstances
is more beneficial than merely visualizing
future success alone, as noted in a number of
studies conducted at New York University.
Second, apply faith that a Higher Power
will restore equanimity from chaos. If not
a believer, meditate on the concept of the
Anthropic principle in which physical laws
seem to operate through the small constants
that allow us to write, you to read, and the
world to still be available tomorrow despite
such an inhospitable galaxy in which we find
ourselves. This applies to the stock market as
well.
Third, we should attempt to extend
our successes ever so little each day. Small
improvements enable our brains to believe
that larger ones are possible. We probably
will never become the next Buffett, Soros or
Steven Cohen, yet reading what they have
said, and living vicariously through them,
albeit not obsessively allows us to develop
those brain pathways that enhance optimistic
outcomes.
Fourth, during a stressful or catastrophic
event, the need to step back, breathe deeply
and slowly and rationally challenge the belief
activated by this event through rational
principles, so as to arrive at a more realistic
picture of consequences is vital, both in terms
of stress and developing emotional independence. A problem on paper is a problem half
solved. Until next time, keep the Faith and
Dream Big.

UsCorp is a global consulting, training and
coaching company comprised of a team of physicians, psychiatrists and business consultants
dedicated to translating the latest scientific
research in the neurosciences, medicine, psychiatry, business management and leadership to
enhance performance and innovation in the
corporate arena as well as our clients’ professional, educational and personal lives. Contact
details: Website http://www.uscorpn.
com , E-Mail ustogether@uscorpn.com
Telephone: 914-500-1778.
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MOVIE REVIEW

Ed Koch Movie Reviews
By Edward I. Koch

Movie Review:
“Sholem Aleichem” (+)

outside her faith and
returns to her father’s
house. In the musical,
Tevye
ultimately
gives his daughter his
blessing and off she
goes to America.
Sholem
Aleichem also went
to America where
he was first lionized
and then denounced.
Two of his plays
in Yiddish, which
opened simultaneously in the very active Yiddish
theater in New York City, were deemed flops.
American Jews were trying to fit in and no longer
wanted to read Yiddish or identify with the lives
of the Eastern European Jews back in the shtetls.
They left those constricted lives for America and
its freedom, and they wanted to assimilate.
When Aleichem saw that he could not
succeed in America, he returned to Europe but
later returned to the U.S. While he was not a
literary success in this country during his lifetime, when he died 200,000 people poured onto
the streets, realizing that they had a Prince of
Israel in their midst. Like Lincoln, FDR and Jack
Kennedy, who were transported by train either
from Washington D.C. to their home states or
to DC for burial, Aleichem’s casket was taken by
carriage to the major Jewish communities in the
city for the crowds to view and mourn.

Movie Review:
“Sarah’s Key” (+)

locks her younger
brother in the closet
before the police see
him and takes the key
with her, hoping to
soon escape and free
him.
A second story
now unfolds. The
year is 2002 when an
American journalist,
Julia (Kristen Scott
Thomas), and her
husband move into the apartment once occupied
by Sarah and her family. Her husband’s parents
had moved into that apartment in 1942 when the
Jewish family had been taken into custody. The
film cuts in and out between the two stories with
Julia researching what happened to Sarah.
I won’t reveal much of the story other than to
say that early on Sarah is saved by a French farmer
Continued on page 14

No Jew interested in the traditions of his/her
faith should miss this delightful, absorbing and
informative documentary about the life of Sholem
Aleichem, born Solomon Rabinovich. The story
of his time spent in Russia and New York City
is told by Jewish scholars and a granddaughter,
accompanied by photographs.
Sholem was born in the Pale of Russia,
the section under the Czars in which Jews were
permitted to live which ran from the Baltic Coast
to the Black Sea. Jews were not permitted to own
land, were limited in their business opportunities,
and upwards of five million them lived in shtetls
(small towns overwhelmingly occupied by Jews).
There was always the fear of pogroms, some instigated by the Czar when a government failure
arose. It was helpful to blame and punish the Jews
by having their Russian neighbors and Cossacks
rape and murder.
Sholem Aleichem became a writer, writing
only in Yiddish, and his works sparkled with
wisdom and joy. The most famous of his characters was the dairyman Tevye, who was the
subject of the musical “Fiddler on the Roof.” The
musical was written by Joseph Stein and directed
by Norman Jewison. The score was by Sheldon
Harnick and Jerry Bock.
One of the famous dairyman stories changed
in the musical. In Aleichem’s original story, a
daughter becomes romantically involved with a
gentile. At the last minute, she decides not to marry

While not a great picture, it is certainly worth
seeing.
The film depicts the 1942 round up by the
French police – unsolicited by the Nazis but, of
course, with their approval – of 76,000 Jewish men,
women and children. They were taken from their
Parisian homes in the Jewish area known as Le
Marais to the Velodrome d’Hiver which has since
been torn down. The conditions in that stadium, as
observed by one commentator, were far worse than
those at the Superdome in New Orleans during
Hurricane Katrina: no bathrooms and little water
and food. Of the 76,000 Jews taken into custody,
all but 5,000 were murdered in Auschwitz, the
Nazi death camp in Poland to which they were
shipped.
The story opens with a knock on the door of an
apartment in which ten-year-old Sarah (Melusine
Mayance) lives with her family. The French police
have arrived to take them to the Velodrome. Sarah
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Ed Koch Movie Reviews
Continued from page 13
and his wife after escaping the internment
camp. No torture scenes are depicted in the
movie, but what takes place will wrench your
heart.
The film recalls what occurred over 60
years ago when the Nazis ruled Europe and
their non-German collaborators in every
occupied country, except perhaps Denmark,
helped them in the war against the Jews.
During the movie Prime Minister Jacques
Chirac is shown stating for the first time

on television France’s responsibility for the
roundup of Jews.
In my opinion, those who would learn
a lesson from watching this film would be
people like Nicholas Kristof of The New
York Times who recently wrote an op-ed
lambasting Israel. He stated:
“Whenever I write about Israel, I get
accused of double standards because I don’t
spill as much ink denouncing worse abuses
by, say, Syria. I plead guilty. I demand more
of Israel partly because my tax dollars supply
arms and aid to Israel. I hold democratic
allies like Israel to a higher standard – just as

I do the U.S.”
Perhaps the movie would make him
understand why the security of Israel is so
important to the American Jews whom
he castigates for supporting that security.
Perhaps it will cause him to think that just
as Jews were rounded up in France and the
other occupied countries, they would have
been similarly rounded up in the U.S. if we
had lost the war. He might consider that
Israel’s needs for defensible borders and to
be well armed makes even greater sense now
in view of Syria’s action against its own citizens: shooting them down in the streets of

MUSIC

THE SOUNDS Mighty Sam McClain Knut
OFBLUE Reiersrud “One Drop Is Plenty”
By Bob Putignano

Pairing Norway’s Knut Reiersrud and
his band with the legendary USA blues
and soul man Mighty Sam McClain works
remarkably well on this strong outing “One
Drop Is Plenty.” The liner notes indicate that
McClain met Reiersrud in Norway at the
Notodden Blues Fest in 2010 and decided

This Cross Continental Pairing Works Remarkably Well

to record a seventies sounding soul album
together. By the way; this is not Mighty
Sam’s and Knut’s first collaboration, McClain
previously recorded on Reiersrud’s ’08 “Scent
of a Reunion” along with the Iranian singer
Mahsa Vahdat.
Some of the many highlights include

Knut’s and (Knut’s longtime co-author)
Jeff Wasserman’s “Life” that opens the disc,
this songs simmers, is very well suited for
McClain, and sets the tone that this album
is going to be one mighty fine soulful affair.
McClain’s “Can You Stand the Test
Continued on page 16

Hama and elsewhere which was denounced
by the King of Saudi Arabia and the Turkish
government. Imagine what they would do if
they were ever to successfully invade Israel
and take control over its Jewish citizens.
Yes, I am outraged by the condemnatory
statements of Israel by Kristof and others like
him who never seem to recognize the dangers
facing that country from the surrounding
Muslim states who resent its very presence.
Watch Ed Koch’s Movie Reviews at www.
MayorKoch.com.
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The Sounds of Blue
Continued from page 14
of Love,” is as old-schooled soul as you
might imagine, it’s simple and sweet and
Norwegian band is more than up to task,
there’s great hooks, Reiersrud’s guitar fills are
exquisite and tasteful, Bjorn Holm’s rhythm
guitar is also engaging. The recently deceased
Jerry Ragovoy’s “You Don’t Know Nothing
About Love,” goes deep down in the soul,
McClain dredges up Ragovoy’s powerful
classic, the band oozes with authentic
soul grooves, Knut also fires a dynamite

guitar solo, and the ending is soft with
swirling keyboard antics from Wallumrod.
Reiersrud’s and Wasserman’s “Sweet Soft
Kisses In the Rain,” is sumptuously funky,
drummer Andreas Bye is very much in the
pocket, Wallumrod’s B3 is a delight, bassist
Nikolai Haengsle Eilertsen plays like he was
a Muscle Shoals musician, and Sam delivers
the goods. Similarly McClain’s “Love One
Another,” is another funky gem, with lyrics
“We Need to Love One Another, even when
got the blues” tells the story, it’s here that
Knut sounds a bit like Derek Trucks with

some heady slide guitar playing. “Proceed”
authored by someone I am not familiar with
(B. Hofseth,) the tune starts simply, but ends
with powerful outburst from Reiersrud guitar
and the entire band. The closing “Open Up
Heavens Doors” authored by McClain is a
slow gospel tinged tune with soulful B3 from
David Wallumrod.
For the most part this album is amazingly solid, Reiersrud’s band sounds like
they been backing McClain for years, and
the effervescent Mighty Sam is in excellent
vocal form throughout. Kudos to producers

Reiersrud and Erik Hillestad who have made
this (unexpected) album work so well. Not all
of the songs may be to your liking, but more
than enough of them will grab your soul,
so much so; seek out this well thought out
disc for your music collection. Last but not
least, the sound quality is superb from end to
end; it’s a quality project all the way around,
congrats to Sam and the crew from Norway,
well done!

Rodriguez was offered the chance to live
and study in Oaxaca, Mexico, at the Instituto
de Comunicación y Cultura as well as The
Centre of the Conscious Dream, in the desert
of San Luis Potosí, Mexico, which is run by
Daniel Stone and Arbolita Pashak.
A friend gave him a camera to take on
the trip--a Canon Powershot A1200--and it
was quickly discovered that Rodriguez had an
exceptional eye as a photographer. Returning
from the trip, the first of many albums of his
travel photography began to be assembled.
Following a journey to the Amazon
jungle to study medicinal herbs and to Cusco,
Peru, where a mudslide prevented his seeing
Machu Picchu, Rodriguez determined that
he felt a calling as a massage therapist and
energy worker. His love of Mexico resulted
in choosing a school in the Southwest
United States--the New Mexico Academy of
Healing Arts in Santa Fe, New Mexico, where
he has resided for close to two years and is now
a licensed massage therapist.
Some charming photos in his collection
capture Santa Fe and also Sedona, Arizona,
which he visited to experience the vortex energy.
Following graduation from the Academy, he

and a friend travelled to Egypt and Greece,
where Rodriguez studied Angelic Reiki.
The showing of his photographs in
Bronxville came about when his former music
theatre teacher at Marymount Manhattan
College, Pat Simon, was in the shop to inquire
about their video transfer services. She noticed
some photos on the wall and commented
that she knew a young man who took equally
beautiful pictures--and that he would be in the
area at the end of August. Richard Restiano,
a partner in the business, took a look at some
sample photos and agreed to arrange the
reception.
With his abilities in music, cooking,
photography and healing--what’s next for Mr.
Rodriguez? Following a visit with his friends
and family in New York, he will be returning
to Rudolf Steiner College in Fair Oaks,
California, where he studied this summer with
the alchemist Dennis Klocek. He’ll be there
for six weeks in the Consciousness Studies
program, then return home to Santa Fe to
begin his life’s work: using his many gifts to
help others.
Visit Arista Camera & Imaging at http://
www.aristacamera.com/

Bob Putignanao www.SoundsofBlue.com

PEOPLE

Rafael Rodriguez
By GEORGE SPELVIN
Arista Camera and Imaging at 108
Pondfield Road in Bronxville, New York, will
be holding a showing of the travel photography of Rafael Rodriguez on Wednesday,
August 24 at 6PM. The event is open to the
public. Come view the work and meet this
interesting young man.
Rodriguez grew up in Spring Valley, New
York--where he was known by the name
Michael Balin. He is a graduate of Ramapo
High School--class of 2003.
While in high school he appeared in
several plays and the musical AIDA. His
director, Eileen Geiger and her then husband,
a scenic painter for Broadway shows, were
so impressed with his skill as an actor and
his beautiful tenor singing voice, that they
brought him to the attention of the Broadway
producer, Edwin W. Schloss. The result was
a scholarship to the BFA Acting program at
Marymount Manhattan College in New York
City.
The Tony nominated choreographer
Larry Fuller was preparing a National Tour of

the musical EVITA when he saw Rodriguez
in a college production of RAGTIME and
offered him the chance to audition. Rodriguez
toured for a year in the ensemble and as
understudy to the lead role of “Che.” He went
on in that role several times with great success.
Following the tour, he decided to pursue
the dream of becoming a certified chef by
obtaining a certificate in cooking from the
Natural Gourmet Institute--a unique school
in New York City that teaches future chefs
to use healthy ingredients to make delicious
dishes.
While working as a personal chef
for a theatrical family, he was selected to
sing at Town Hall as part of the Siegel
Entertainment sponsored Rising Stars 2009
concert. Singing “I Who Have Nothing”
from SMOKEY JOE’S CAFÉ, the entertainment critic Stu Hamstra wrote of Mr.
Rodriguez, “Every once in awhile, someone
sings a song so well, so powerfully, it tears
your heart right out of your chest. His
presentation was so stunning and
captivating, I nearly jumped to
my feet at the end of the song to
applaud.”
An interest in Shamanism
resulted in the first of several
opportunities for travel when
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What Effect Does the National News Have on New Rochelle?
Times Editorial Outlines Economic
Challenges Facing Cities
By Noam Bramson
Read our latest
Auditor’s Report.
Read the full New
York Times editorial.
At our Council meeting last week, the
City’s Independent Auditors presented
their Comprehensive Annual Financial
Report for the year 2010. The good news
is that the auditors gave high marks to the
City’s financial oversight, noted the significant savings we have achieved through
those aspects of operations under municipal
control, and lauded the City’s judicious use
of fund balance to mitigate the effects of the
economic downturn during the past four
years. The bad news is that revenues remain
flat and mandated costs continue to escalate,
meaning that we will continue to face tough
choices in the months and years ahead.
Although these conditions have serious
local implications, the source and scope of
our challenges are much bigger than New
Rochelle: the national and regional economy
has a huge impact on our local fiscal challenges. The auditors themselves noted that
every community they examine is wrestling
with similar trend lines. This past weekend,

an editorial in the New York Times put it
well:
“States and cities had already endured
a harrowing three-year financial slide
when the debt-ceiling crisis darkened their
outlooks even further. In the space of just a
few weeks, the Republican-led standoff on
spending and taxes brought them a triple
dose of bad news: a budget deal that will
probably lead to a significant reduction in
federal aid; a bond downgrade that could
eventually trickle down to the local and state
level, making borrowing more expensive; and
a stock market plunge that is bleeding state
employee pension funds.”
To be clear, we still have a local responsibility to balance our books, live within our
means, and shape budgets that best reflect the
values, interests, and priorities of the people
of our community. But it’s important to
understand that these judgments aren’t made
in a vacuum, and that choices in Washington
and Albany may impact local taxpayers and
residents even more profoundly than those
made at City Hall.
Noam Bramson is the mayor of the City of New
Rochelle.
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Ernest Davis: The Comeback Kid
By SAM ZHERKA

fall of Ernest Davis, the man dubbed “The
Former
three-term
People’s Mayor.”
Mount Vernon Mayor
Ernest Davis, the 73-years-old practicing
Ernest Davis, is seeking to
architect, told The Westchester Guardian, “I
come back and knock out
was unfairly targeted by
current Mayor
the FBI. Politicians with
Clinton Young
connections to the FBI,
in the September 13, 2011
who were not happy with
Democrat primary election.
me tried to destroy my
Four years ago, the Mount
life,” said Davis. “Clinton
Vernon mayoral election was
Young and his supporters
overcome with FBI investihatched this whole thing
gations, raids on City Hall,
to ruin me,” continued
and unfounded allegations
Davis.
of corruption against former
Further into the
Mayor Ernest Davis.
interview, Ernest Davis
Allegations of corruption
said, “I was targeted for
and criminality were the lynch
political reasons and
pins used by Clinton Young’s
could not believe what
election campaign four years Former Mount Vernon Mayor
Continued on page 18
ago, which caused the unforeseen
Ernest Davis
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THE GREAT
SUMMER ZOOFARI
A LEGO® WILDLIFE EXPEDITION!
PICK UP YOUR COMPLIMENTARY ZOOFARI PASSPORT AND EMBARK ON AN
EXCITING CONSERVATION ADVENTURE WITH PASSPORT STAMPING STATIONS,
AMAZING LEGO WILDLIFE SCULPTURES AND A CHANCE TO BUILD YOUR OWN
WILDLIFE MASTERPIECE!

WEEKENDS JULY– SEPTEMBER
VISIT BRONX.ZOO FOR DETAILS.

PRESENTED BY:

©2011 Wildlife Conservation Society. Lego is a registered trademark of the lego group and is used here by special permission. ©2011 The Lego Group.
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CAMPAIGN TRAIL
Thanks to business aviation,
we’re bringing cancer patients closer to their cure.

PHOTO BY GABE PALACIO

“After her cancer treatment,
she could not
fly commercially.
What a relief she
could fly with
Corporate Angel Network.”

Through the generosity of corporations flying
business aircraft, Corporate Angel Network arranges
free travel for cancer patients using the empty seats
on corporate jets.
This service is vitally important to cancer patients.
Some simply can’t afford the cost to fly commercially.
Others can’t handle the stress of navigating airports.
Still others can’t risk the exposure of crowded
airports because of immune system deficiencies.
Since 1981, Corporate Angel Network, a not-for-profit
organization, has worked with U.S. corporations to
schedule nearly 40,000 cancer-patient flights and
currently transports between 250 and 300 patients a
month to and from treatment. The process is simple.
Corporate Angel Network’s staff does all the work.
After all, patients and their families have enough to
worry about.

Corporate Angel Network

Cancer patients fly free in
the empty seats on corporate jets.

Corporate Angel Network, Inc.
(866) 328-1313 www.corpangelnetwork.org

Ernest Davis: The Comeback Kid
Continued from page 17
was happening. I was scared, but I knew that
I had done nothing wrong. That’s not who I
am” said Davis. “I was never involved in any
criminality, ever!”
Davis who in 1983 was the first African
American elected to the Westchester
County Board of Legislators considers
himself a fair, honest, and simple, people’s
person.
In a four-way Democrat primary election, this could very well be the most highly
contested race in Westchester County.
Inside sources gleaned from most Mount
Vernon mayoral campaigns show Maureen
Walker, the present 20-year Mount Vernon
Comptroller, and Ernest Davis running neck
and neck, within 5% of each other. Mayor
Clinton Young is in third place, and Edwards
in last.
On Thursday, August 18th, The
Westchester Guardian attended the mayoral
debate held at the Saints Peter and Paul
Church in Mt Vernon, which was sponsored
by the Fleetwood Neighborhood Association.
There were in excess of 500 people in attendance; no additional seating and hardly any
standing room.
Those who were in attendance were
angered by the fear and frustration they had
endured over almost four years of Mayor

Young’s administration. Mayor
Young’s administration had shown
no leadership; his rudderless
administration fomented fear and frustration.
Were the response of the general public in
attendance at the Fleetwood Neighborhood
Association an indication of the outcome in
the general election, The Westchester Guardian
would today call the outcome a defeat for
Mayor Young.
Each time Clinton Young took the
microphone, he was greeted with boos, and
harsh words. He was called a “liar,” and other
expletives. He was greeted by hundreds of
angry citizens whose lives have been negatively affected by the criminal element which
currently operate from Mount Vernon City
Hall.
Ernest Davis and Maureen Walker on
the other hand were both greeted with cheers
and applause every time they addressed the
crowd. At one point the crowd erupted in a
frenzy when Davis told the crowd that the
City of Mt Vernon had its greatest successes
when he was the mayor and Maureen Walker
was the city comptroller ( the position she
currently holds ).
Roberta James, a former campaign staffer
and supporter of Clinton Young, dismissed
Mayor Young’s chances in this year’s election.
“Clinton Young was the biggest mistake in
Mt Vernon history,” said Mrs James. “My
Continued on page 19
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Ernest Davis: The Comeback Kid
Continued from page 18
entire family worked on his election four
years ago, and now we are supporting Ernest
Davis,” said Mrs James.
Present at the debate was Samuel Rivers, a
very vocal and fearless community activist who
for 4 years has criticized nearly every elected
and appointed official in Mount Vernon City
Hall. Mr Rivers was introduced as a candidate for the Mount Vernon City Council. Mr
Rivers immediately went on the attack calling
out Mayor Young on a bid rigging scandal that
was uncovered by The Westchester Guardian.
The bid rigging cost Mount Vernon citizens
hundreds of thousands of dollars. Mayor
Young immediately left the building with out
responding to Rivers’ allegations.
The Westchester Guardian contacted James
Dickerson, Mayor Young’s former campaign

manager, and one of Young’s
closest friends. The Westchester
Guardian was completely caught
off guard when Mr Dickerson said, “I am not
supporting Clinton.” When asked why, Mr
Dickerson said, “No comment!”
The Westchester Guardian made numerous
calls to Clinton Young’s office for comment
and was told he was unavailable. The courtesy
of even one response was not returned despite
our numerous requests.
During an interview with Ernest Davis,
The Westchester Guardian asked, “Why should
the people of Mount Vernon bring you back
as Mayor?” Ernest Davis said, “I never stole
a thing. I’m not perfect, no person is, but I
work my butt off and I care about people. I
have honor and I’m a man of my word. I never
screwed anyone. If you don’t have your word,
what good are you?”
“Clinton Young is dumb as Hell and

he doesn’t keep his word and those are fatal
flaws,” continued Ernest Davis.
Ernest Davis promises to bring back
Mount Vernon’s spirit. He will crack down on
illegal guns and will work with the youth to
stop the violence.
“I’m the only candidate running for mayor
who can walk every street in the City.” said
Davis. Clinton Young can’t go to 7th Avenue
and 3rd Street, get out of his car to tell young
men to have pride and pull up their pants,”
said Davis. “I did it when I was mayor, and do
it today,” said Davis. Clinton Young can’t do
that. I’m The People’s Mayor, declared Davis.
Earnest Davis told The Westchester
Guardian, if elected, “I will donate 10% of
my salary. One third will go to supporting the
Senior Room at the Dole Center, one third
will go to feeding the hungry at the Mount
Vernon Soup Kitchen, and one third will go
to a summer job program for the youth. I give

you my word!” said Davis.
The Westchester Independence Party
has publicly endorsed Davis and encourages Mount Vernon residents to bring
Ernest Young as Mayor of Mount Vernon.
A spokesperson for New Yorkers for Good
Government told The Westchester Guardian
that Ernest Davis is the only candidate
currently running for mayor who can revive a
broken city.
It would appear that any attempts to take
Davis down by powerful outside political
forces have failed. Those who worked against
him are now supporting him.
Ernest Davis has picked up support
from many of Mayor Young’s closest friends
and supporters. Many who are abandoning
Mayor Young’s sinking ship are now jumping
on board the ship being navigated by Ernest
Davis who is recognized to be “the comeback
kid.”

HOUSING

Lack of Housing + Lack of Jobs = Can’t be Solved
By NANCY KING

While
Westchester
County lawmakers wrangle
with Federal government
directives over where to place
750 affordable housing units
of affordable housing, nearly very community
throughout Westchester County deludes itself
from grappling with a wide variety of illegal
housing situations. Normally, nobody cares
to address this situation, perhaps awaiting a
tragedy before having to contend with this
concern before our eyes. All that is required
in any given community is to take a ride or
perhaps a walk, and sure enough, the tell tale
signs of overcrowding become evident. Those
tell tale signs include multiple satellite dishes
on rooves, multiple mailboxes in front of single
family homes, and of course, the multiple cars
that all seem to be jockeying for a parking
space in what would normally be a single or
two car driveway.
So where are the plethora of illegal
dwellings located? The vast majority of such
dwellings are in the larger cities: Yonkers,
Mount Vernon, New Rochelle, White Plains,
and Peekskill. Most of the time they are in
the more undesirable neighborhoods of those
municipalities where there is little outside
foot traffic. Look for the neighborhoods that
are light on commerce but big on bodegas,
rent to own centers, and small groceries with
inflated prices. During the day, the streets are
crowded with mothers pushing strollers but at
night it’s a completely different scene. Those
bodegas have their iron safety gates down
and the streets are often crowded with small
groups of men hanging out on the corner. The

smell of alcohol is strong as you pass by. Most
of the time, they catcall at women who pass
by and more often than not, the language is
not English.
Are these the families that HUD
(Housing and Urban Development) has in
mind for the affordable housing that they’ve
deemed Westchester lacks? The answer to
that would be a big fat “No.” The vast majority
of those who seek living in conditions where
there may be upwards of a dozen people
living in a 750 square foot apartment are
undocumented. They have no paperwork, no
social security number, and for all intent and
purpose, no identity. They live in the shadows
and yet we see them every time we walk down
the street to our respective offices. And while
most of these shadowy people are living in
crowded conditions in our cities, you only
need to venture five minutes in any direction
to see that they’re in neighborhoods where
single family houses are the norm.
Since we live in the highest taxed
county in the nation, tax-strapped families in
communities like Valhalla and Greenburgh
have resorted to renting basements or extra
bedrooms to those who can’t rent or buy property due to their undocumented status. These
homeowners, many of whom are senior citizens, have found that if they rent out a portion
of their homes, they’re then able to pay those
inflated property and school taxes and remain
in the communities that they’ve lived in for
years.
One cannot help but observe the large
number of people emerging from communities in Valhalla and Greenburgh served by

the #40, or #6 Bee-line to recognize how sad and scary these daily
rituals are. Another ingredient
thrown into this mix is
The fact that most municipalities only employ one or two code
enforcement officers, and a single fire marshal,
is indicative of a probable tragedy awaiting
to happen. These single family homes, many

of which were built in the 1940’s and 1950’s,
don’t have the wiring or plumbing upgrades
needed to accommodate the many single unit
dwellings that consume a one family housing
structure. When winter comes, and home
heating oil is being rationed, these tenants
often resort to using space heaters connected
to an extension cord. So what’s a cash-strapped
Continued on page 20
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Lack of Housing + Lack of Jobs = Can’t be Solved
Continued from page 19
municipality to do? Often they look the other
way and hold their collective breaths that there
won’t be a deadly fire.
It’s pathetic that HUD doesn’t address
this issue. The problem is larger than housing
alone. The problem is what to do with the
people who emigrated from those Latin
American countries during the 1990’s and
the first decade of the 21st century. When the
economy was flush, there was a lot of under
the table cash work for those who didn’t have
papers or a social security card. Times were
good and we all looked the other way while
those looking for employment were picked
up from street corners to work a day mowing
a lawn or cleaning someone’s house for $100

a day. But with the new corrected economy,
there is little disposable income for folks to
go out and hire someone to do those chores.
They are now back to doing it themselves.
Of course this leaves the shadow population
forever stuck in their illegal homes and of
course hanging out on street corners hoping
for a day’s work.
The problem is bigger than any ridiculous edict that HUD has rammed down
the throats of the taxpayers of Westchester
County. While Washington DC calls us
racists here in Westchester, taxpayers have
been quietly paying for those people who
live in the shadows. They may live in shifts
in tiny apartments but who takes care of their
families? We do. Our Department of Social

Services (DSS( system, provides them with
food stamps, emergency cash, and medical care
courtesy of we racist taxpayers in Westchester
County. We vaccinate, feed, and educate their
children through our public school system,
and non-profits try to pick up the slack with
the incidentals that the county can’t afford. All
the while, these shadow people continue to
eke out a living here in Westchester.
Perhaps it is time to honestly address the
fact hat we have failed this population. It’s too
late to scream about walling up our borders,
these people are already here and living among
us. At this point the Federal government is
going to have to take a bold stand and incorporate them fully into our society. Swallow
the bitter pill and figure out a way to make
amnesty work while requiring employers who
hire them, and landlords who rent to them, to

do so legally.
In the meantime we are getting ready
to head into autumn and thereafter winter;
seasons known as “the fire seasons.” With “the
fire seasons,” a news story about some tragedy
that will take the life of one of these individuals
or emergency worker is inevitable. Its doubtful
HUD will care; or anyone else for hat matter.
The number of people living in single family
homes far exceeds the number of people
HUD should like affordable housing units
be built. In the meanwhile, HUD is too busy
in court rejecting any attempt Westchester
makes to put a Band-Aid on a hemorrhage.
Nancy King is a resident of Greenburgh, New
York.

LEGAL

North Castle Town Republican Committee Calls for Loronda Murphy to Step Down as Chair
The North Castle Town
Committee
Chairwoman,
Bellantoni, called for the
of Loronda Murphy from

Republican
Rosemary
resignation
the Town

Republican Committee after Mrs. Murphy’s
indictment on 18 felony counts related to
the alleged defrauding of at least 5 individuals. Mrs. Murphy had been the Town

Republican Committee Chairwoman up to
October of 2010, when she stepped down
from the Chair after a previous incitement
for fraud. She refused, however, to resign
from the Committee entirely and continued
serve as a District Leader actively trying to
influence the direction of the Committee.
Mrs. Murphy had been directing petition
drives for candidates close to her; organizing
the Republicans Unite slate of candidates
running in the upcoming Republican
primary; and managing the campaigns of its
members including William Weaver, Doug
Martino and Steve D’Angelo. She previously
had managed Mr. Martino’s unsuccessful
county judgeship campaign. “We also call on
all Republican candidates to sever their ties
with Mrs. Murphy as we believe her conduct
and her association with some candidates
reflects negatively on the party,” said Mrs.
Bellantoni.
“It has been clear that there has been a
split in the Town Republican Committee,”
said William Potvin, the Committee
Parliamentarian. “Two factions developed:
those who were loyal to Loronda, and those
who believed after her earlier indictment that
she should not be involved with the Party.”
When she was Chairwoman, Loronda had
tried to pack the Committee with her friends
and her husband without any votes or documentation. “When we audited the records
for the time when she was Chairwomen, we
found a myriad of errors.” said Sue Coppola,
the Committee Secretary. “When we refused
to recognize her appointees, Loronda
responded with a barrage of fictitious charges,
allegations, and threats of lawsuits aimed at
intimidating her opponents. “

Loronda Murphy

“I am sure that those following Town
politics have observed that there has been
a split in the Republican Party, and now
we can explain what has been behind it.”
said Mrs. Bellantoni. “Two candidate slates
have emerged for the September primary.
Loronda organized The Republicans Unite
slate including Supervisor Weaver, Doug
Martino, and Steve D’Angelo. A Republican
Reform slate has been supported by those
who have been trying to distance the
party organization from Loronda and her
associates.”
Bellantoni stressed, “The Town
Committee cannot officially endorse any
candidates in a primary.” Mr. Potvin said,
“Given her legal problems, we can understand why Mrs. Murphy would want to have
influence with a Supervisor or a Judge, but
we don’t understand why a candidate for
judge or Town Supervisor would be involved
with her.”
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Statement from Assemblyman George Latimer Regarding Port Authority Toll Hikes
“The toll increases approved by the
Port Authority will certainly go a long way
towards getting their fiscal house in order.
However, this increase is another example
of how Westchester residents are being
asked to foot the bill for New York City’s
transit operations. For the second time
in recent years, a New York City based
transit agency has come to the State to
ask for help. Much like the MTA Payroll

Tax has been burdensome for
businesses, local governments,
not for profits and other entities, this Port Authority toll
hike will again have direct,
negative impacts on the lives
of Westchester residents. As a
result of paying increased fares
on transit lines, greater tolls on
bridges and preparing for higher

traffic volume on the Tappan
Zee Bridge, it is only fair that
we get answers to the financial
mismanagement of the Port
Authority.
“For nearly five years, I
commuted to work using Port
Authority services. I know what
an important lifeline these routes
are for individuals to get to their

place of business – and for businesses to
keep their work force intact. These facilities must be maintained, but it cannot be
done at usurious rates that will break the
back of the individual commuter.
“Governors Cuomo and Christie are
absolutely right that the budgetary practices of the Port Authority cannot continue
in the same direction. I commend both of
them for calling for a full, comprehensive
and transparent audit of this agency, which
must be conducted immediately.”

OpEdSection
Martinelli Must Withdraw from Republican Primary Election
By HEZI ARIS
A primary election is
an election in which party
members or voters select candidates for a subsequent election.
Primary elections are the means by which a
political party nominates candidates for the
next general election that will take place this
November 8, 2011. The Republican Party and
the Democrat Party will each hold a primary
election this September 13, 2011. The race for
Mayor of Yonkers is a contentious one. On
the Democrat side, Mike Spano was chosen
the Democrat designee at the Yonkers City
Democratic Committee Convention over
Chuck Lesnick. Bob Flower has since joined
the mix. All three are focused to win their
respective primary election vote that is decided
among the party faithful. The Yonkers City
Republican Committee had designated John
Murtagh its designee at their convention over
the likes of Richard Martinelli and Carlo Calvi.
The Democrats will have the easiest time
of it once they designate their primary election
winner. The Democrat designation is almost
sufficient in driving a candidate to the finish
line without the need for support from any
other party, though cross-over party appeal is
the deciding factor coupled with those voters
who define themselves independent of any
party affiliation. Whether it is Mike Spano,

Chuck Lesnick, or Bob Flower, who win their
primary election contest, Democrats are assured
a large voter base from which to take on almost
any challenger.
The Republicans designated John Murtagh
over Richard Martinelli and Carlo Calvi. John
Murtagh continues to maintain his Republican
designation. Richard Martinelli garnered the
Conservative Party designation, and Carlo
Calvi carries the support of the Independence
Party. Yet each will vie for the Republican
designation in the September 13th Primary.
A Republican candidate requires the support
of a secondary party line to have any hope of
challenging the Democrat designee. A challenge of equal footing would be one between a
Democrat and a challenger bedecked with the
Republican, Conservative , and Independence
party designations. The Westchester County
Conservative Party’s biggest blunder, supported
by an infusion of Right to Life adherents who
have found welcome under the Conservative
Party banner, was to have designated Richard
Martinelli their designee because in so
doing, they have squandered any hope for
a
Republican-Conservative-Independence
candidate being able to challenge a Democrat
front runner. The Conservative Party endorsement of Mr Martinelli may be regarded as
assurance for a Democrat win in Yonkers.

It would behoove Richard Martinelli
to pull out of the primary election in order
to afford the Yonkers City Republican
Committee the strongest opportunity to challenge the Democrat designee. Mr Martinelli is
being driven by his family to seek political office
yet Mr Martinelli has no interest. Since Mr
Martinelli, for all intent and purpose abdicated
the office of Yonkers City Council President
to present incumbent Chuck Lesnick, Mr
Martinelli has segregated himself from any
involvement in politics or concerns for the City
of Yonkers. He has barely wrestled support from
Mr Murtagh among stalwart Republicans in
the latest challenge to his so-called political
goals and aspirations for himelf. Knowing
he has no chance against Mr Murtagh, Mr
Martinelli launched a failed legal attempt
against Carlo Calvi in which it was alleged Mr
Calvi had obtained petition signatures fraudulently. The Hon. Joan Lefkowitz ruled against
Mr Martinelli’s allegations, finding Mr Calvi’s
conduct appropriate. A second, higher court
challenge also found in favor of Mr Calvi.
Incapable of ousting Mr Calvi from the
upcoming Republican primary election, Mr
Martinelli has weakened his standings among
the Republican Party, embellished the prospects
for both Mssrs Murtagh and Calvi, and closed
the door on Mr Martinelli ever becoming

Mayor of the City of Yonkers. Mr Martinelli
would do well to end his campaign effort with
as little fanfare as possible; the sooner the better.
Mr Martinelli has been incapable of
elevating the luster of the family name. He
has been bereft of ideas that would serve the
public good, focused only on playing a chess
game to outmaneuver formidable challengers
by legal means that has cost him time, money,
and credibility. Mr Martinelli has lost on every
front diminishing his leadership qualities in
the process. Can Mr Martinelli count himself
among the prudent, much less astute? The
answer is, “No!” Mr Martinelli’s conduct has
been below par and simply not good enough.
Yonkersites have learned to demand more;
and deservedly so. Mr Martinelli has shown
himself unaware of the requirements now
demanded to earn voter support for the office
of Mayor of Yonkers.
No longer can the Mayor of Yonkers serve
any one party. A candidate must serve The
People of Yonkers on the tenets that serve the
majority of its citizens best. A mayoral candidate must reach out to his/her constituency with
purpose and fervor to move Yonkers toward a
better place. Mr Martinelli has failed on every
front. His last and only opportunity to redeem
himself his failings is to gracefully pull out of
the Republican primary election permitting
the party faithful to choose among candidates
worthy of their support and designation.
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Martin’s Dream was about Jobs and Freedom
By DAMON K. JONES
The historic March in
Washington on August
28, 1963 was about more
than a dream of Martin
Luther King Jr. The title of
the 1963 demonstration, “The Great March
on Washington for Jobs and Freedom.” Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. once said, “In our
glorious fight for civil rights, we must guard
against being fooled by false slogans, as ‘rightto-work.’ It provides no ‘rights’ and no ‘works.’
Its purpose is to destroy labor unions and the
freedom of collective bargaining... We demand
this fraud be stopped.” The need for jobs and
shared economic prosperity remains as urgent
and compelling as it was 47 years ago.
I have watched how the media, through
past articles and illustrations, have slowly
painted a grim picture to the hard working
tax payers that the dedicated, hard working
civil service workers and unions are to blame
for high tax rates and governments economic
downfall. They want to spoil the readers mind
and gather the support to reverse any and all
legislation that protects workers rights and
benefits.
We have the greatest workers in the world
because of labor rights; but now the rights and
economic strength of America’s middle class
is at risk. This is a systematic assault through
legislation by politicians that campaigns
are usually supported by big businesses and
the wealthy. Legislation to change funding
on Education, Incarceration, Healthcare,
and Social Services are now fair game. The
poor and middle class cannot donate the big
money to these politicians therefore they have
become no better than ‘hit men’ for legislation

assassination and the collateral damage are
the many poor and middle class families in
America.
There’s a reason we have collective
bargaining in this country because we know
that workers have a right— should have a
right— to bond together to improve the
workplace, to improve the working conditions, and when they do, those rights flow to
the rest of middle class working families in this
country. To attack labor and labor rights is to
ultimately attack every person’s civil rights.
Unfortunately the silence of Union
leaders collectively has been a sad disappointment to those union members who
without question pay union dues for
representation. Unions standing up and
speaking truth to power in the past have
accomplished victories for every worker.
That’s why you have an eight-hour day. That’s
why you have vacation time. That’s why you
have health care. That’s how you achieved
overtime whether in the union or not. Now
they want to take away the rights of unions
to organize in the workplace and the rights of
workers to organize. While the people fail to
realize, when they take these rights away from
organized labor they ultimately will take the
rights away from the private sector employee.
Will union leaders still give politicians
their money and not openly hold them
accountable for their failure in protecting
the rights and benefits of America’s middle
class? Labor unions will not be able to go to
their membership and say lets vote for this
one or that one again. The membership will
respond; what have they done for us? And
union leaders will look blank faced. Political
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active will clergy face the same dilemma as
union leaders— especially black clergy. How
will their congregation follow their lead to
support a candidate that only visits the church
around election time when family members
are out of work, poorly educated, homeless
and incarcerated? When voters are deceived
about the actual policies a candidate plans to
enact, democracy is undermined just as surely
as if they are physically prevented from casting
their ballot.
Is it time for a new type of political party?
If the Democrats do not want or cannot
strongly stand up for the rights and benefits,
preserve legislation of the poor and middle
class, then it’s time for the unions, middle class
and community leaders to pull their money
from the Democratic Party. It’s time to stop
raising money for them and organize to find
our own candidate to run for open political
positions. If done correctly, it will force the
Democratic Party to act on our issues like
the Tea Party has forced the Republicans to
address their issues and their agenda.
This is was what Martin Luther king’s
Jr. Poor Peoples campaign was all about. The
Poor People’s Campaign was to address issues
of economic justice and housing for the poor

in the United States, aiming itself at rebuilding
America’s cities. Martin Luther King Jr.
labeled the Poor People’s Campaign the
“second phase,” of the civil rights struggle—
setting goals such as gathering activists to
lobby Congress for an “Economic Bill of
Rights,” Dr. King also saw a crying need to
confront a Congress that had demonstrated
its “hostility to the poor “, appropriating “military funds with alacrity and generosity,” but
providing “poverty funds with miserliness.”
Unfortunately, since 1963, there hasn’t been
any relevant change on the situation of the
poor in Westchester as well as the rest of the
United States.
If the middle class can truly come together
collectively we can end the assumptions of the
media and out of touch financial specialists’
that its labors fault for the financial condition
of the county and state. Then and only then the
middle class can say: Do not expect to remain in
office or be elected if you do not truly embrace
accountability and balance at all levels. It’s time
for the middle class to demand this fraud be
stopped. Martin’s dream must continue.
Damon K. Jones is the Executive Director of
Westchester Blacks in Law Enforcement.

ED KOCH COMMENTARY

Mr. President, Please Listen And In the Words
Which Encouraged Harry Truman, “Give ‘Em Hell”
By ED KOCH
I watched the eight
Republican candidates debate
among themselves last week.
Many of the opinion-makers
of our country, early on decided to attack many
of these candidates, most of whom either are
themselves card-carrying members or adherents of the Tea Party as well as members of the
Republican Party. All are seeking Republican
Party support while advocating Tea Party
positions on major issues, e.g., reducing or
eliminating entitlement programs such as
Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid and
slashing federal government expenditures.
Candidates like Congresswoman Michele
Bachmann (R-MN) and Congressman Ron
Paul (R-TX) have been described by some
observers of the political scene as wackos or
crazies. I think those views are now changing.
I must admit here that I have used those words
in describing the views of some candidates,
but I won’t anymore. The eight participants in
the debate handled themselves extremely well.
While I was not persuaded by their arguments
and views and remain a Democrat supporting
many Democratic programs, I can well understand why they and their supporters demand
changes in federal programs along the lines
advocated by Tea Party philosophy. Michele

8/11/11 3:29 PM

Bachmann won the Iowa straw poll, coming
in one percentage point ahead of Ron Paul.
Tim Pawlenty came in third and has withdrawn from the race.
Liberal philosophy has adopted the
Keynesian position that in times of recession
and depression, government must prime the
pump and spend its way out to achieve better
times. The Tea Party view and that of the
Conservative government of David Cameron
in Great Britain adheres to the old-fashioned
view that my mom often expressed: “You don’t
spend money you don’t have.” That was my
view when I was mayor of New York City and
in my personal life. I have two credit cards.
I have never paid charges on either of them
over and above my actual purchases. I am one
of those customers the credit card companies hate and may lose money on, if they are
dependent on the usurious rates of interest
they receive from those using their credit cards
as access to bank loans.
When I was Mayor, I supported then
and do now a GAAP (Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles) balanced budget
imposed by the state legislature requiring New
York City to limit its operating budget to what
was reasonable to expect the City to receive
Continued on page 23
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2012.
Remember what Harry Truman did in
1948 with the do nothing Congress? While
Harry Truman is my political hero, you are
far more eloquent than he was. You can bring
the nation to your side if you convince people
that what you are asking them to do is to join
hands in self-sacrifice, sharing the nation’s
burden proportionately to their economic
status. We are a generous nation, a patriotic
nation, a nation like no other in our diversity.
Today, we are so divided and feel leaderless.
You can bring us together and lead us to the
promised land.
Mr. President, doesn’t it appear strange to
you that the war in Afghanistan has been going
on for ten years and this month of August, we
have already sustained 51 deaths there? We
spend billions annually on the military budget.
Indeed, our military budget is equal in the
aggregate to the military budgets of the next
17 nations. I suspect the Taliban spends less
than $10 million on its military, maybe $50
million annually, and yet, they have fought us
to a standstill. Shouldn’t we be getting out this
year, instead of waiting for 2014, or as appears
to be the case, staying permanently in a land
where the people hate us?
Mr. President, we have been in Iraq for

eight years. We have spent hundreds of billions
fighting the insurgents in Iraq. Probably over a
trillion dollars for the two wars – Afghanistan
and Iraq – that are bleeding us, killing and
injuring our young soldiers, ripping off the
billions we send to rebuild their country, while
our people are suffering in an economic crisis.
Within the past week, Iraq’s premier aligned
Iraq with Syria and Iran, our declared enemies.
Syria is now engaged in killing its own citizens,
shooting them down in the streets of Hama
and other cities. Does it make sense that you
criticize Bashar al-Assad, President of Syria,
and now our supposed ally, the new Iraq, is
supporting the butcher of Syria? While he is
doing that, The Times reports we are negotiating with Iraq to stay past the end of this year
with no date set for our leaving.
We are told Iraq needs our soldiers to
protect it until Iraqi soldiers become able to
do so. Mr. President, what happened to the
Iraqi soldiers’ ability? That army eight years
ago was the terror of the region. Mr. President,
our country is hurting. Please take the actions
needed to assure us someone is in charge.

and I knew that there was no chance that it
would improve.

Continued on page 24
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Mr. President, Please Listen And In the Words Which
Encouraged Harry Truman, “Give ‘Em Hell”
Continued from page 22
the year of the adopted budget. The Tea Party
believes in a balanced budget for the U.S.
and wants to enact it into law by the adoption of a constitutional amendment. Liberals
are horrified with the idea. My mother would
have loved it. It seems to me to make sense,
provided there is an exception when the U.S.
is at war.
We were a lower-middle class family
when I grew up in Brooklyn. Perhaps even
poorer than we thought. My father made
$65 a week. Our rent in Flatbush in 1941
was $65 a month – the then accepted ratio –
and my parents were able to lead a reasonably
decent lifestyle, bringing up three children and
sending them to college. I believe my parents
values would be described as politically liberal.
Early on in my political career, I referred to
myself as a liberal with sanity.
Mr. President, the country we all love
is hurting enormously, with huge unemployment. Isn’t it possible to create work
programs like the WPA (Works Progress
Administration) and spend monies on infrastructure for bullet trains, repairing roads

and bridges that are falling down and other
truly needed capital programs by creating
what we don’t have now – a separate capital
budget (which states and cities have) that
would permit borrowing and pay the cost of
a capital item over its expected life, instead of
maintaining the single unified budget which
the U.S. currently has? I am not an economist,
but shouldn’t that be considered? The need for
jobs with our unemployment rate in excess of
9 percent is universally accepted.
People everywhere are asking why
don’t you call the Congress back from their
unearned vacations to address the huge problems now facing the nation. You can still win
back the support of the public by publicly
setting forth in detail your plan to address
these enormous problems. It should be a plan
fashioned not on consensus, but your plan and
if your political adversaries oppose it, so be it.
Then you must go over their heads to the vast
public, appealing to its common sense, asking
them to support you. Take your plan into
the next election and make your proposed
programs the referendum on which the public
will be voting in the presidential election of

The Honorable Edward Irving Koch served New
York City as its105th Mayor from 1978 to 1089.

No Guarantees
By BOB MARRONE
I have been debating for
over a week whether to go
forward with this column, a
follow up piece to my earlier
submission on depression. Since I am in
the outlining and research phase of writing
a book on the subject I wondered if I might
be giving away too much and, thus, dilute the
final product; or worse, preclude its publication entirely.
But then I got to thinking about what they
refer to in publishing as a query letter. That’s a
kind of a combination, pitch, approximate first
paragraph or two, and a few other goodies in
letter form that writers send to magazines and
other print organizations hoping that they will
be commissioned to write the entire whatever.
And, so, it is my hope that you will think of
this as an open query letter of sorts...not as
long as a book proposal, but just enough to
leave you wanting to know the rest of the story.
I was walking east on Waverly Place,
in the West Village, the sun setting behind
me, in the late spring of 1975. That part of
the city was much as it is today with artists,
writers, tourists, overtly gay people and shop
keepers moving about, lining the benches in
Washington Square Park and hawking their
goods from store fronts or sidewalk kiosks. I
had taken this walk each Tuesday from the
subway on West Fourth Street for about eight

weeks. But this time it was different.
It seemed altogether appropriate to my
25 year old sensibilities, developed on the
streets of South Brooklyn during the fifties
and sixties, that I was walking through what
I thought of at the time as “freakville,” USA.
The anxiety fixation I could not shake off, the
emotional obsessions of guilt and damnation
that blocked out all other thoughts but those
of suicide, the cold that I felt on my skin courtesy of jangled nerves, constant sweating and
having lost almost forty pounds in twelve
weeks, and the absolute absence of feeling in
my legs, combined to convince me I was the
most separate, rejected and worthless person
on earth.
As I turned onto Fifth Avenue, heading
north, I was also fighting phobias that would
haunt me for years, most prevalent agoraphobia, the fear of wide open spaces, another
involving the inability to talk to other people
or look them in the eye, claustrophobia and
a specialized demon that triggered massive
panic when I tried to eat anything.
To put it all in the time and place of the
moment: I did not doubt in the least bit that
my life was over, as I knew it, and that I was
in a state worse than death. I did not know
myself. I could not feel myself, other than
this pain and these horrors, and I had lost the
ability of my senses to relate accurately to the
outside world. I was this other something. I
also knew that I was supposed to kill myself.
But I was afraid to as I did not want to die. The
sadness that my life was over was profound,
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Walking through the front of the upscale
building where my psychiatrist had his office,
the smell of Lysol antiseptic cleaner was
strong, the result of a peculiar hypersensitivity
that accompanies massive anxiety/depression. The walk to the elevator and on to the
office door, which was left open, felt as if I was
floating and made me think of so called out
of body experiences. As in past weeks, the
scent of disinfectant grew stronger as I entered
the small, dark, waiting room, decorated with
Japanese art and the kind of huge vase that
always seems to be a part of such décor. The
door slammed behind me with a cavernous
boom. To me, it was the sound of a tomb

coming down on my life. I hated that door.
The paintings were illuminated with the
kind of high intensity track lights you see in
art exhibits. They felt like rays of sun on my
hypersensitive skin, and combined with the
Lysol and claustrophobia, made me feel like I
was in a muggy hothouse. If felt as if someone
had placed cellophane across my mouth.
There was no use reading as I had lost the
ability to concentrate long enough to comprehend in any meaningful way. And when I
did, I was too easily suggestible and driven to
obsessions and near suicide if I read anything
that triggered the slightest bit of inferred,
self-induced criticism. TV was like that too.
I spent most of the previous evening with my
hands clasped, a rosary around my neck, in a
near fetal position, because of a scene I had
watched on Television. Where once I had

My Solution to Our Crime Problem in Mount Vernon
By MAUREEN WALKER
Crime has a significant negative impact on
any community. When
crime flourishes, decent
citizens find other places
to live, businesses move away, real estate

prices fall rapidly and the domino effect
continues. According to the Journal
News ( July 28, 2011) violent crimes in
Mount Vernon increased by 6% over the
past year. According to CLRsearch.com,
the murder rate in Mount Vernon is, on

fantasized about woman or hockey, I was now
praying to die, or imagining the relief that
shock treatment might mean if it could break
the hurtful obsessions.
The side door opened and my doctor
greeted me, a look of concern crossed his face.
I told him what I was feeling and that I knew
I was supposed to kill myself. I added I knew
my life was over and saw no hope that I would
ever regain the ability to feel normal or control
my own thoughts.
For the first time, after weeks of listening,
tough love and teaching me how to “compartmentalize,” his tone changed markedly to
almost parental warmth. He leaned forward
in his chair and told me confidently that I
would not believe what he was about to say,
and that the very definition of depression
required, paradoxically, that I not believe him.

“This phase will pass,” he said. And he was
right; I did not believe him. He repeated it
several times, though, and I hung onto to it the
way a person might cling to a sliver of wood if
cast alone into a vast ocean.
It was my turn. I leaned forward…my
sweaty, aching, skinny body bending almost
as if I was begging, my forearms touching the
tops of my thighs, “but will I get well,” I asked.
His answer would change my life, and dictate
every thing I would be become from that day
forward.
“Bob” he said, “I don’t know.”
Listen to Bob Marrone every weekday
from 6:00-8:30 am on the Good Morning
Westchester with Bob Marrone on WVOX1460 AM radio.

average, 38% higher than New York State
on the whole.
During the last eight years, we have seen
an explosion of crime in Mount Vernon as
our young people continue to be ignored by
our current and immediate past mayors. In
Mount Vernon, 25% of our city residents are
under 18 years of age. We must provide suitable recreational activities for them in order for
them to grow up to be productive, law-abiding
adults who can contribute positively to the
growth and development of our city. It is quite
distressing to our law-abiding public to read in
the newspapers or see on the TV that a young
adult was shot dead in a public park filled with
people and no one would come forward to
assist the police in solving the crime.
As your new mayor, I will take the
following action to correct this problem and
make our streets and neighborhoods safer for
law-abiding citizens.

Recreational and After-School Programs

Re-establish the PoliceAthletic League (PAL)

The PAL bridges the social and moral
gap between law enforcement officials and
the children who live in the community. The
PAL was founded on the basic that children,
if reached at an early age, can develop positive attitudes towards police officers and grow
up to be good productive citizens in their
community and positively influence the next
generation that succeeds them.

Return DARE (Drug Abuse Resistant
Program) to our schools

sofritony.com

A Taste of Puerto Rico In The Heart of New York!
Dinner 7 Days a Week I Bar I Catering I Entertainment
has a hot little sister and her name is
Now Open at 105 Reade St., Tribeca

Sazon!
I

Sofrito

400 East 57th St., New York, NY 10022 • T 212.754.5999 F 212.754.5959

D.A.R.E. was founded in the 1980’s in
California and has now spread nationwide.
It has been implemented in the majority of
schools in the United States of America.
The program is a law enforcement led
program that takes place in the classroom
where discussions between students and police
officers are held. The objective of the program
is to teach children from kindergarten through
12th grade how to resist peer pressure and live
productive drug and violence-free lives.

Make sure our young people have positive ways to spend their spare time, through
year-round recreational programs, tutoring
programs, part-time work, volunteer opportunities, healthy and competitive sports
programs, i.e. city sponsored basketball and
athletic competition.

Anti-Violence and Conflict Resolution
Programs in Our Schools

Work with the school district to add anti
violence and conflict resolution programs in
our schools, with emphasis on the high and
middle schools.

Community-Based Policing

Community based policing is based on
the establishment of strong relationships
between the local police and the community
they serve including schools, churches, local
businesses, civic organizations, local residents etc. The basic premise is that crime is
a community problem that cannot be solved
by the police alone. The entire community
must be involved in the fight against crime.
When the community is not involved in the
fight against crime, the police are much less
effective and many crimes go unsolved and in
many cases unreported.

Rewards Program for Turning in Illegal
Firearms

The majority of murders committed in
Mount Vernon are done using illegal firearms.
There are grants available to finance programs
that remove such firearms from our streets.
As your mayor, I will spare no effort in implementing such programs.
It is my firm belief that implementation of
the above-mentioned programs will go a long
way in reducing crime and making our city a
safer place for the residents and businesses that
call Mount Vernon home.
Maureen Walker, CPA, MBA, BSc (Hons)
Maureen Walker is a candidate for mayor of the
City of Mount Vernon.
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H Reduce

Taxes

H Reduce

Crime

H Improve

Business District

H Enforce

Residency Requirement
for Commissioners

H Encourage

Public Participation
in Decision-making Regarding:
Atlantic Development Project
Subsidized Housing
Community Development Funds
Official Pay Raises

H Born

and raised in the City of Mount Vernon

H Served

with the U.S. Army’s First Infantry Division
in Vietnam

H Served

as Commander of the Anthony T. Fava
American Legion Post 1768

H Served

as Chairman of the Central Committee for
Veterans Affairs

H Member

of the Vietnam Veterans Association,
Elks Lodge 707, and the Knights of Columbus
The Ambasciatore Award for his
leadership and community activism

H Ensure

Efficiencies in Government Spending

H Install

Term Limits for Elected Officials

H Maintain

Public Areas More Cost-effectively

H Eliminate

Unnecessary Government Positions

H Encourage
H Support

H Born

and raised in the City of Mount Vernon

H Educated

in Mount Vernon Public Schools

H Licensed

Real Estate Broker

H Member,

Kingsbridge Garden Civic Association

H Chairman,

Black Political Caucus of
Westchester, Inc.

Council Districts

Senior Citizen Programs

H Committee

Member, Ben Gordon Day

H Received
H Married

to Matilde Mignone Fava, is the father
of 3 accomplished daughters, and is an active
playmate of his 5 grandchildren

Donations may be sent to:
Friends of John L. Fava
165 East Devonia Ave., Mount Vernon, NY 10552

Government

HHH
of

by

for

the people

REDUCE TAXES

PROMOTE JOB GROWTH

PROMOTE MOUnT vERnOn

H Cut

H Any

Bring back the pride and dignity of a city that

government operating costs

H Ensure

government efficiencies

H Eliminate

unnecessary government positions

H Cut

back salaries of all elected officials and
increases will be at voters’ discretion

H Reduce

perks
Insurance, cars, travel expenses, etc.

H Support

term limits

REDUCE CRIME
H Supervised
H Curfew

after school activities

H Seek

to use Lottery proceeds in promoting
job growth

H Provide

opportunities to vocational school
students under licensed professional
supervision

police presence in shopping areas,
parking lots and streets
penalties for drug and weapon
possession

has all the necessary commodities but has
been vandalized by greed, crime and
corruption. We the people who can visualize
an improved city in which we can live and
raise our families under an umbrella of peace
and tranquility must demand that our voices

PROMOTE YOUTH ACTIvITIES

not only be heard, but our desires be acted

H After

upon. A single voice in the city council will be

school sports, academics and
community services supervised by mentors
(ex. PBA, Big Brothers/Sisters, Youth Bureau,
Neighborhood Associations, etc.)

10pm for children 16 and under

H More

H Stiffer

government job will be offered
to city residents first

SUPPORT SEnIOR CITIzEnS
H Ensure

like a whisper in the night, however the voices
of a hundred will be like a thunder heard
throughout the county.
Requesting all citizens to please get involved.

senior citizen programs

H Examine

efficient ways to provide support
to seniors

Let’s not just talk the talk,
let’s walk the walk…TOGETHER
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WEIR ONLY HUMAN

Voting Should Be A Privilege, Not A Right
By BOB WEIR

We face a big problem
with the election campaign
of 2012. As unpopular as
President Obama may seem
right now, he has plenty of time
to use his copious treasure chest, reported to be
about a billion dollars next year, to buy television time and use propaganda to persuade the
electorate to pull the lever for him. One of the
reasons we’re in this predicament in the first
place is that voters are simply not very tuned
in to the issues facing the country. Sadly, most
people are watching sitcoms or game shows
every evening, even as the country slides into
economic quicksand. John Stossel, a Fox
News contributor, who often does street interviews with average Americans, illustrates just
how out of touch people are. During the debt
ceiling debate he asked several people for an
opinion on it. He found that many people had
a blank stare when queried about the national
debt and the issue of raising the ceiling on it.
One guy who was trying to appear knowledgeable said, “Yeah, I think owing 14 billion
dollars is too much.” When he was told it was
14 trillion he looked shocked and said, “Wow!
How much is that?”
One woman, carrying packages out of a

department store, said, “National debt? Who
do we owe money to?” This would be funny if
it weren’t so tragic. The reason it’s tragic is that
about half of the people who will be voting
next year have little or no idea of who to vote
for, or why. That’s where all that campaign
money comes in. Hundreds of millions will be
spent on political ads that will distort the issues
and insert sound bites into the minds of voters
who will make up their minds according to
how much propaganda they’ve been fed by
each side. Since television is still the most
powerful medium for marketing ones goods,
services and political perspectives, millions
of us will be inundated with cleverly worded
messages designed to adhere to our brain
matter in between segments of “The Closer,”
Desperate Housewives,” or “The Bachelor.”
Recognizing that fear is a strong motivator, a
large portion of the effort will be devoted to
scaring people into voting if they want to keep
their (insert the entitlement or the ideologically- driven project) for the foreseeable future.
Therein lies the problem with the election process. We have millions of people going
to the polls with practically no conception of
what’s going on in the country or who the best
candidates might be to help us dig our way out

of our current problems. Moreover, we have a
huge segment of the population voting simply
to keep those people in office who will consistently give them the most free stuff. With about
half of the country not paying taxes and many
of them living off of government largesse,
without ever having contributed anything to
the providers of said largesse, the most liberal
candidates are likely to be the recipients of
those votes. That makes for one heck of a
voting base if they can be persuaded to line up
at the polls come Election Day. We shouldn’t
wonder why we’re suffering with a financial
disaster. Obama and other Democrat candidates already have a huge number of needy
people prepared to continue in that category
by using the influence vested in their voting
power. Not only does the president know this,
but he is adding to it by scaring people who
have contributed for half a century with deductions from their salary toward Social Security
and Medicare. The Dems are counting on the
public’s lack of understanding (ignorance?) of
the average voter.
That brings me to my idea for a solution. For one thing, I think voting should be
a privilege, not a right. When our country was
founded, only property owners, (those with a
stake in, and a contribution to, government)
were allowed to vote. Today, that would mean
if you’re not a taxpayer (or at least married
to a taxpayer) you should not be granted a
vote. That would eliminate those who will only

vote for someone who will provide that free stuff.
Secondly, I would require people to pass a
simple test to show that they have at least a
scintilla of knowledge about the country they
are about to influence with their votes. I mean
basic info like how many states form the US,
and who is the governor of their state (include
at least one of the two US Senators too). I’m
certain many will howl at these suggestions,
but, rest assured that most of the noise will
come from those who would fail one or both
of the tests.
Bob Weir is a veteran of 20 years with the New
York Police Dept. (NYPD), ten of which were
performed in plainclothes undercover assignments.
During his early years with NYPD, Bob earned
a Bachelor of Science degree, cum laude from
New York Institute of Technology. He retired as
a sergeant after supervising patrol in Midtown
Manhattan, the busiest precinct in the country.
After owning and operating a wine and liquor
retail business in Long Island for 5 years, he sold
it and moved to Flower Mound, Texas. Bob
began a writing career about 12 years ago and had
his first book published in 1999. Bob went on to
write and publish a total of seven novels, “Murder
in Black and White,” “City to Die For,” “Powers
that Be,” “Ruthie’s Kids,” “Deadly to Love,” “Short
Stories of Life and Death,” and “Out of Sight.” He
also became a syndicated columnist under the title
“Weir Only Human.”

LEGAL NOTICES
NOTICE OF SALE
SUPREME COURT COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER,
US BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, AS TRUSTEE
OF CITIGROUP MORTGAGE LOAN TRUST, ASSET
BACKED PASS THROUGH CERTIFICATES, SERIES
2006-FX1 UNDER THE POOLING AND SERVICING
AGREEMENT DATED OCTOBER 1, 2006, WITHOUT
RECOURSE, Plaintiff, vs. JOHN C. ALLEVA, ET AL.,
Defendant(s).
Pursuant to a Judgment of Foreclosure and Sale
duly filed on April 22, 2010, I, the undersigned Referee will sell at public auction at the Westchester
County Courthouse, Lobby, 111 Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Boulevard, White Plains, NY on September 20, 2011 at 9:00 a.m., premises known as 104
Washington Avenue, White Plains, NY. All that
certain plot, piece or parcel of land, with the buildings and improvements thereon erected, situate, lying and being in the Town of North Castle,
County of Westchester and State of New York,
Section 6, Block 7 and Lot 49 formerly known as
Lot 49.50. Approximate amount of judgment is
$530,843.83 plus interest and costs. Premises will
be sold subject to provisions of filed Judgment
Index # 1091/08.
W. Whitfield Wells, Esq., Referee
Knuckles, Komosinski & Elliott, LLP, 565 Taxter
Road, Ste. 590, Elmsford, NY 10523, Attorneys for
Plaintiff
PUBMATCH, LLC Articles of Org. filed NY Sec. of
State (SSNY) 7/8/2011. Office in Westchester Co.
SSNY design. Agent of LLC upon whom process
may be served. SSNY shall mail copy of process
to C/O Mr Jon Malinowski 277 White Street Buchanan, NY 10511 Purpose: Any lawful activity.

ARCADIA AVC, LLC Articles of Org. filed NY Sec. of
State (SSNY) 5/9/2011. Office in Westchester Co.
SSNY design. Agent of LLC upon whom process
may be served. SSNY shall mail copy of process to
The LLC 1422 Arlington St Mamaroneck, NY 10543
Purpose: Any lawful activity. Registered Agent:
Paul Williams 1422 Arlington St Mamaroneck, NY
10543
INNOVATIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT LLC Articles
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 7/5/2011. Office in Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent of LLC
upon whom process may be served. SSNY shall
mail copy of process to The LLC 36 Dalewood Dr
Hartsdale, NY 10530 Purpose: Any lawful activity
Notice of Formation Go Sweat, LLC Arts. of Org.
filed with SSNY 8/5/2011. Off. Loc.: Westchester
Cnty. SSNY designated as agent of LLC whom process may be served. SSNY shall mail process to:
c/o The LLC, P.O. Box 305, Lincolndale, NY 10540.
Purpose: all lawful activities.
Shibumi Capital, LLC Authority filed with Secy.
of State of NY (SSNY) on 8/4/11. Office location:
Westchester Co. LLC formed in Delaware (DE) on
7/15/11 SSNY designated as agent of LLC upon
whom process against it may be served. SSNY
shall mail process to The LLC 4 Castle Walk Scarsdale, NY 10583. DE address of LLC: 16192 Coastal
HWY Lewes, DE 19958. Arts. Of Org. filed with DE
Secy. of State, PO Box 898 Dover, DE 19903. Purpose: Any lawful activity.

FAMILY COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER
In the Matters of Nathan F. Thompson (d.o.b November 13, 2010),
Docket No.: NN- 15705-10/11A
A Child Under 21 Years of Age
FU No.: 123385
Adjudicated to be Neglected by			
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE INQUEST NOTICE
Antoinette Thompson,
			
(Child Neglect Case)
Respondent. 		
NOTICE:
PLACEMENT OF YOUR CHILD IN FOSTER CARE MAY RESULT IN YOUR LOSS OF YOUR RIGHTS TO YOUR CHILD. IF
YOUR CHILD STAYS IN FOSTER CARE FOR 15 OF THE MOST RECENT 22 MONTHS, THE AGENCY MAY BE REQUIRED BY LAW TO
FILE A PETITION TO TERMINATE YOUR PARENTAL RIGHTS AND COMMITMENT OF GUARDIANSHIP AND CUSTODY OF THE
CHILD FOR THE PURPOSES OF ADOPTION, AND MAY FILE BEFORE THE END OF THE 15-MONTH PERIOD.
UPON GOOD CAUSE, THE COURT MAY ORDER AN INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE NON-RESPONDENT
PARENT(s) SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AS A RESPONDENT; IF THE COURT DETERMINES THE CHILD SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM
HIS/HER HOME, THE COURT MAY ORDER AN INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE NON-RESPONDENT PARENT(s)
SHOULD BE SUITABLE CUSTODIANS FOR THE CHILD; IF THE CHILD IS PLACED AND REMAINS IN FOSTER CARE FOR FIFTEEN OF
THE MOST RECENT TWENTY-TWO MONTHS, THE AGENCY MAY BE REQUIRED TO FILE A PETITION FOR TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS OF THE PARENT(s) AND COMMITMENT OF GUARDIANSHIP AND CUSTODY OF THE CHILD FOR THE PURPOSES
OF ADOPTION, EVEN IF THE PARENT(s) WERE NOT NAMED AS RESPONDENTS IN THE CHILD NEGLECT OR ABUSE PROCEEDING.
A NON-CUSTODIAL PARENT HAS THE RIGHT TO REQUEST TEMPORARY OR PERMANENT CUSTODY OF THE CHILD AND TO SEEK
ENFORCEMENT OF VISITATION RIGHTS WITH THE CHILD.
BY ORDER OF THE FAMILY COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
TO THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT(S) WHO RESIDE(S) OR IS FOUND AT [specify address(es)]:
Last known address: Antoinette Thompson
c/o Sharing Community
1 Hudson Street
Yonkers, NY 10701
The petition under Article 10 of the Family Court Act having been filed with this Court alleging that the above-named children are
neglected children.
YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED to appear before this Court at Yonkers Family Court located at 53 So. Broadway, Yonkers, New
York, on the 23rd of September, 2011 at 9:00 a.m. in the forenoon of said day to answer the petition and to show cause why said
child should not be adjudicated to be a neglected child and why you should not be dealt with in accordance with the provisions of
Article 10 of the Family Court Act.
PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that you have the right to be represented by a lawyer, and if the Court finds you are unable to pay
for a lawyer, you have the right to have a lawyer assigned by the Court.
PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that if you fail to appear at the time and place noted above, the Court will hear and determine the
petition as provided by law.
Dated: July 28, 2011
BY ORDER OF THE COURT
		
______ /s/ ____________
		
CLERK OF THE COURT
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LEGAL NOTICES
SUPPLEMENTAL SUMMONS
Index No.: 4189-10
Date of Filing: July 13, 2010
SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK COUNTY OF Westchester
Wells Fargo Bank, National Association, as Trustee under Pooling and Servicing Agreement dated as of February 1, 2003 Merrill Lynch Mortgage Investors Trust Mortgage Loan AssetBacked Certificates, Series 2003-WMC1,
Plaintiff,
-againstEILEEN MYERS A/K/A EILEEN MEYERS A/K/A EILEEN LIERMAN; CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.; DELIA LOPEZ, if living, or if either or all be dead, their wives, husbands, heirs-at-law, next of kin, distributees, executors, administrators, assignees, lienors and generally all persons having or claiming under, by or through said DELIA LOPEZ, by purchase,
inheritance, lien or otherwise, of any right, title or interest in and to the premises described in the complaint herein, and the respective husbands, wives, widow or widowers of them, if any,
all of whose names are unknown to plaintiff; ERIC M. FAYER; JEMAB FAMILY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP A/K/A JEMAE FAMILY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP; LEHRMAN, KRONIC AND LEHRMAN,
LLP; NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF TAXATION AND FINANCE; PETERBUILT ELECTRIC, INC.; SAIDEL AND SAIDEL, P.C. C/O TRAUB LIEBERMAN, STRAUSS AND SHREWSBERR; TONY
FELICIO; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; “JOHN DOES” and “JANE DOES”, said names being fictitious, parties intended being possible tenants or occupants of premises, and corporations,
other entities or persons who claim, or may claim, a lien against the premises, Defendants.
TO THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANTS:
YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED to answer the complaint in this action and to serve a copy of your answer, or, if the complaint is not served with this summons, to serve a Notice of Appearance on the Plaintiff’s attorney(s) within twenty (20) days after the service of this summons, exclusive of the day of service, where service is made by delivery upon you personally within
the State, or within thirty (30) days after completion of service where service is made in any other manner, and in case of your failure to appear or answer, judgment will be taken against
you by default for the relief demanded in the complaint.
NOTICE
YOU ARE IN DANGER OF LOSING YOUR HOME
If you do not respond to this summons and complaint by serving a copy of the answer on the attorney for the mortgage company who filed this foreclosure proceeding against you and filing
the answer with the court, a default judgment may be entered and you can lose your home. Speak to an attorney or go to the court where your case is pending for further information on
how to answer the summons and protect your property.
Sending a payment to your mortgage company will not stop this foreclosure action.
YOU MUST RESPOND BY SERVING A COPY OF THE ANSWER ON THE ATTORNEY FOR THE PLAINTIFF (MORTGAGE COMPANY) AND FILING THE ANSWER WITH THE COURT.
YOU ARE HEREBY PUT ON NOTICE THAT WE ARE ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT, AND ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE.
TO THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANTS:
The foregoing summons is served upon you by publication pursuant to an Order of the Honorable Orazio R. Bellantoni of the Supreme Court of the State of New York, signed on January 25,
2011, and filed with supporting papers in the Office of the Clerk of the County of Westchester, State of New York.
The object of this action is to foreclose a mortgage upon the premises described below, executed by EILEEN MYERS A/K/A EILEEN MEYERS A/K/A EILEEN LIERMAN to Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems, Inc. as Nominee for WMC Mortgage Corporation in the principal amount of $138,400.00, which mortgage was recorded in Westchester County, State of New York, on
December 26, 2002, as Control No. 423430737. Said mortgage was thereafter assigned to the Plaintiff by assignment of mortgage recorded October 8, 2009 as Control No. 49266057.
Said premises being known as and by 1430 MAIN ST, PEEKSKILL, NY 10566.
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Date: April 22, 2010
Batavia Office 26 Harvester Avenue
Batavia, New York
Batavia, NY 14020
Laura Strauss, Esq.
585.815.0288
ROSICKI, ROSICKI & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Office Space AvailablePrime Location, Yorktown
Heights
1,000 Sq. Ft.: $1800. Contact Jaime: 914.632.1230
Deer Mngmnt seeks Lead Application Developer in Larchmont, NY
to support analysis, design, impl &
testing of new & existing bus systems & serve as lead programmer
for custom app dev related areas
incl software coding, database design, & report writing. Resumes to
Deer Management Co LLC., ATTN:
JAmbrosino, 1865 Palmer Avenue,
Larchmont, NY 10538, Ref. job code:
LAD-029. No calls/emails/faxes
EOE.
Prime Retail - Westchester
County
Best Location in Yorktown Heights
1100 Sq. Ft. Store $3100; 1266 Sq.
Ft. store $2800 and 450 Sq. Ft.
Store $1200.
Suitable for any type of business.
Contact Jaime: 914.632.1230
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